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Towx Officers axd Committees
TOWN OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES
Selectmen
Term expires
JAMES H. LEE 1912
EDMUND H. SEARS (resigned) .... 1912
GRANVILLE L. LOKER 1912
Moderator
RUFUS E. CORLEW (resigned) .... 1912
Clerk
DANIEL BRACKETT 1912
Treasurer
FRANK E. YEAGER 1912
Collector
IRVING A. PRIEST 1912
Auditor
JAMES H. CARROLL 1912
Treasurer Library Funds
FRANCIS SHAW 1912
Overseers of Poor
T. WELD FROST 1912
CHARLES A. BENSON 1913
JOHN M. WOODWORTH 1912
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School Committee
PHILIP S. IDE 1914
FRANK I. COOPER 1912
HARRY E. CARSON 1913
Assessors
NATHANIEL R. GERALD .... 1914
ALFRED A. CARTER 1912
DANIEL BRACKETT 1913
Water Commissioners
HENRY G. DUDLEY 1914
CHARLES S. WRIGHT 1912
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS .... 1913
Trustees of Public Library
FRANCIS SHAW 1914
ALFRED W. CUTTING ..... 1914
JOHN CONNELLY 1912
AMOS I. HADLEY 1912
ANDREW A. NORRIS 1913
LESTER R. GERALD 1913
Trustees of Allen Fund
ISAAC DAMON 1912
JOHN CONNELLY 1912
WALTER B. HENDERSON .... 1912
Tree Warden
EDWARD F. LEMOINE . . . . 1912
Surveyor of Highways
MICHAEL W. HYNES ..... 1912
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Town Officers and Committees
Sinking Fund Commissioners
CHESTER B. WILLIAMS .... 1914
JOHN CONNELLY 1912
WALTER B. HENDERSON . . . , 1913
Board of Health
ALBERT E. STEVENS (resigned) . . . 1914
THOMAS BRYANT (resigned) .... 1912
WILLARD C. HUNTING (resigned) . . . 1913
Cemetery Commissioners
WALLACE S. DRAPER . . . . . 1914
COLIN C. WARD (appointed) .... 1912
ANDREW S. MORSE . . . . . 1913
Constables
WALTER F. EVANS
. . . . . 1912
WM. MORRISSEY 1912
FRANK C. MOORE 1912
FRANK CAYO 1912
CHESTER F. DUSSEAULT .... 1912
Fence Viewers
SELECTMEN
Field Drivers
CONSTABLES
Town of Waylaxd
School Building Committee
SELECTMEN SCHOOL COMMITTEE
TOWN TREASURER
Public Weighers
ERNEST I: CLARK
JAMES H. LEE
EDWARD F. LEE
A. W. ATWOOD
Measurers of Wood and Bark
WILLIAM S. LOVELL
Surveyors of Lumber
Memorial Day Committee
DAVID F. FISKE
IRVING W. SCHLEICHER
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OFFICERS APPOINTED
Registrars of Voters
FRANK HAYXES 1914
DANIEL BRACKETT (ex-officio) . 1912
FRANK J. BIGWOOD 1912
CLEMENT BOND 1913
Fire Engineers
WM. M. FULLICK HENRY BURKE
SAMUEL McKENNA WILLIAM S. LOYELL
Finance Committee
BENJ. W. DAMON WM. SUPPLE
PAUL T. DRAPER CHARLES F. WHITTIER
FRANK S. JONES
Special Police Officers
WALTER F. EVANS
J. C. VINCENT
MICHAEL W. HYNES
HOWARD R. GEORGE
DAVID F. FISKE
CHAS. M. MAGORTY
CHAS. W. ELLMS
THOMAS WARD
THOMAS MAYNARD
WILLLVM S. LOYELL
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Inspector of Animals
THOMAS BRYANT
Burial Agent
JOSEPH M. MOORE
Janitor of Town Hall
DOLOR CORMIER
Forest Fire Warden
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS
Sealer of Weights and Measures
EDWARD F. LEMOINE
Superintendent Gypsy and Brown-tail Moth Work
DANIEL J. GRAHAM
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Annual Town Warrant
MARCH 25, 1912
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Middlesex ss.
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Wayland in
said town.
Greeting :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you
are required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of
Wayland qualified to vote in town affairs to meet: The voters
of precinct one at the Town Hall; the voters of precinct two at
the Engine House in Cochituate Village on Monday, March 25,
1912, at six o'clock in the forenoon, to give in their votes for a
Moderator, three Selectmen, Town Clerk, Treasurer, Collector
of Taxes, Auditor, Treasurer of Library Funds, Surveyor of
Highways, Tree Warden, and seven Constables, all for one year.
One member of the School Committee, one Sinking Fund
Commissioner, one Assessor, one Cemetery Commissioner, two
Trustees of Public Library, one Overseer of Poor, one Member
of Board of Health, and Water Commissioner, all for three years.
One Overseer of Poor for two years (to fill vacancy), one
member of Board of Health for two years (to fill vacancy), one
member of Board of Health for one year (to fill vacancy).
Also to vote "Yes" or "No" on the question, "Shall
licenses be granted for the sale of intoxicating liquors in this
town?"
All the foregoing to be voted on the official ballot.
The polls will be open at 6.15 o'clock in the forenoon, and
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will remain continuously open for at least four hours, when they
may be closed, unless the voters present otherwise order.
And you are required to notify and warn the inhabitants of
the Town of Wayland qualified to vote in town affairs to meet at
the Town Hall on Wednesday, March -27, current, at 7.4,5 o'clock
in the afternoon, there and then to act on the following articles,
viz.
:
Article 1. To hear the report of town officers, agents,
trustees, and committees, and act thereon.
Art. -2. To choose all necessar ytown officers, agents, trus-
tees, and committees not elected by official ballot.
Art. 3. To grant money for necessary town purposes.
Art. 4. To authorize the Selectmen to consult counsel on
important town cases, and to defend the town against any action
at law or suit in equity that may be brought against it.
Art. 5. To appropriate the money received from dog
licenses.
Art. 6. To see what action the town will take in regard to
borrowing money in anticipation of the taxes of the current
municipal year.
Art. 7. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to
draw from the revenue account such sums af money as may be
necessary to earn* on the work of exterminating the gypsy and
brown-tail moths for the months of December, 191-2, and Janu-
ary and February of 1913, but not to exceed the town's liability
for 1913.
Art. 8. Shall Sections 1 to 14, inclusive, of Chapter -28
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of the Revised Laws, authorizing cities and town to lay out
public parks within their limits, be accepted?
Art. 9. To see if the Town will vote to elect and deter-
mine the manner of election of a Board of three Park Com-
missioners, and fix their terms of office, in case the Town shall
vote to accept Sections 1 to 14, inclusive of Chapter 28 of the
Revised Laws.
Art. 10. To see if the Town will vote to buy for a public
playground a piece of land situated in the village of Cochituate,
generally described as follows: bounded on the north by West
Plain street, about three hundred and sixty (360) feet; on the
west by German Hill street, about five hundred and sixty (560)
feet; on the south by Bradford street, about three hundred and
sixty (360) feet ; and on the east by a line connecting Bradford
street and West Plain street, about four hundred (400) feet in
length, and containing approximately four (4) acres, commonly
known as the "Ball Field"; and to see what action the Town
will take as to carrying out such vote and as to the exercise of
the powers enumerated in Section 19, Chapter 28, of the Re-
vised Laws, as amended by Chapter 508 of the Acts of 1910.
Art. 11. To see if the town will vote to pay for the land
mentioned in the article next preceding, under authority of
Revised Laws, Chapter 28, as amended by the Acts of 1910,
Chapter 508, by issuing its notes, outside the debt limit, for the
principal sum of $4,000; said notes to be dated April 1, 1912,
to bear interest semi-annually, April 1 and October 1, at the
rate of 4 per cent per annum; to mature $500 each year, from
and including April 1, 1913, to and including April 1, 1920;
the denomination of each note to be $500; the amount necessary
to pay the interest and principal as it severally matures to be
raised out of the taxes; and the Town Treasurer, with the con-
sent and approval of the Selectmen, to have authority to sell
said notes : or to pay for said land in such way as the Town may
determine.
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Art. 12. To see if the town will vote to appropriate $600
to secure a $1,600 spraying outfit, $1,000 of its cost to be donated
to the town by the state.
Art. 13. To see if the town will vote to change the com-
pensation of the tax collector to 1 (one) per cent of the amount
collected hy him, and to pay for bonding of said official, or act
anything relative thereto.
Art. 14. To see if the town will instruct the Selectmen
to install one street light on French avenue, near the residence
of Jospeh Gladu.
Art. 15. To see if the town will instruct the Selectmen
to install electric street lights on Tower Hill Road.
Art. 16. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money not exceeding one hundred and fifty dollars to build a
sidewalk on south side of Plain street from Lyon's corner to
German Hill street, or do or act.
Art. 17. To see if the town will increase the salary of
the Town Auditor from fifty to one hundred dollars.
Art. 18. To see if the town will vote to pay laborers for
the town $2.25 per day, or do or act.
Art. 19. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money to build a sidewalk in front of the Town Hall.
Art. 20. To see if the town will appropriate fifteen
hundred dollars to repair Cochituate road near the school-
house in Wayland Village, provided the state will allot an equal
amount under the small towns act.
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Art 21. To see if the town will make the salary of the
Superintendent of Fire Alarm fifty dollars, or do or act.
Art. 22. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
selectmen to make a contract at any time prior to January 1,
1913, with The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of
Boston to light the streets and ways of the town for a period
not exceeding ten years, in case said company shall have pur-
chased the property and business of the Weston Electric Light
Company, and to take any other action in regard thereto.
And you are required to serve this warrant by posting copies
hereof, attested by you at the Town House, at each of the post
offices in said town, and at the Engine House, Cochituate, seven
days at least before the time for holding said meeting.
Hereof fail not and make due return of this warrant to the
Town Clerk on or before March 25, current.
Given under our hands this ninth day of March, in the year
of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and eleven.
JAMES H. LEE,
GRANVILLE L. LOKER,
Selectmen.
A true copy: Attest
Constable.
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Annual Town Meeting
MARCH 27, 1911
Warrant
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Middlesex, ss.
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Wayland, in
said County.
Greeting :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you
are required to notify and warn the inhabitants of Wayland
qualified to vote in town affairs to meet : The voters of precinct
one at the Town Hall, the voters of precinct two at the engine
house, on Monday, March 27 current, at 6 o'clock in the fore-
noon, to give in their votes for a Moderator, three Selectmen,
Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, Auditor,
Treasurer of Library Funds, Surveyor of Highways, Tree
Warden, and seven Constables, all for one year.
One member of School Committee, one Sinking Fund Com-
missioner, one Assessor, one Cemetery Commissioner, two
Trustees of Public Library, one Overseer of Poor, one Member
of Board of Health, one Water Commissioner, all for three years.
One Overseer of Poor for one year (to fill vacancy), one
Water Commissioner for one year (to fill vacancy).
Also, to vote "Yes" or "No" on the question, "Shall
licenses be granted for the sale of intoxicating liquors in this
town?"
All the foregoing to be voted on the official ballot.
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The polls will be open at 6.15 o'clock in the forenoon, and
will remain continuously open for at least four hours, when they
may be closed, unless the voters present otherwise order.
And you are required to notify and warn the inhabitants of
the Town of Wayland qualified to vote in town affairs to meet at
the Town Hall on Wednesday, March 29, current, at 7.45 o'clock
in the afternoon, there and then to act on the following articles,
viz .
:
Article 1. To hear the report of town officers, agents,
trustees and committees, and act thereon.
Art. 2. To choose all necessary town officers, agents,
trustees, and committees not elected by official ballot.
Art. 3. To grant money for necessary town purposes.
Art. 4. To authorize the Selectmen to consult counsel on
important town cases, and to defend the town against any action
at law or suit in equity that may be brought against it.
Art. 5. To appropriate the money received from dog
licenses.
Art. 6. To see what action the town will take in regard to
borrowing money in anticipation of the taxes of the current
municipal year.
Art. 7. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money not exceeding one hundred and fifty dollars to defray the
cost of extending the sidewalk on the north side of Pond Street,
from the estate of Walter Evans to the easterly boundary of the
estate of Nelson Mathews.
Art. 8. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to
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draw from the revenue account such sums of money as may be
necessary to carry on the work of exterminating the gypsy and
brown-tail moths for the months of December, 1911, and Janu-
ary and February of 1912, but not to exceed the town's liability
for 1912.
Art. 9. To see if the town will accept the following be-
quests: One hundred dollars from E. Russell Frost, to be known
as the E. Russell Frost Fund, the income from which to be used
for care of lots 9 and 10 in North Cemetery; and one hundred
dollars ($100) from Mrs. Lurinda B. Thomas, to be known as
the Lurinda B. Thomas Fund, income from which to be used for
care of lot 112, in North Cemetery.
Art. 10. To see if the town will vote to petition the Legis-
lature to abolish the office of Overseers of Poor in this town, and
transfer the duties thereof to the Selectmen.
Art. 11. To see if the town will vote to charge interest on
overdue taxes and fix the rate of interest.
Art. 12. To see if the town will grant a sum of money to
build a concrete sidewalk from the southerly side of Plain street,
northerly across Plain street, and along the easterly side of the
Knights of Labor Association Building.
Art. 13. To see if the town will vote to extend the water
mains northerly from West Plain street, along the Old Connec-
ticut Path.
Art. 14. To see if the town will appropriate five hundred
dollars to purchase a hose cart for fire department at Cochituate.
Art. 15. To see what disposition the town will make of the
old school buildings in Cochituate.
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Art. 16. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money not exceeding $600 to cover the complete installation of
an adequate water supply for Wayland School.
Art 17. To see if the town will accept eight (8) hours
for a day's labor on the highway.
Art 18. To see if the town will appropriate $300 to cut
down and widen Clay Pit Hill road.
Art. 19. To see what action the town will take in regard
to the new set of by-laws submitted at the last annual town
meeting recommended by the committee after suggestions from
the Attorney-General's office.
Art. 20. To see if the town will vote to pay the members
of the Wayland Fire Department fifty cents an hour, for time
spent in fighting fires.
Art. 21. To see if the town will vote that all future issue
of bonds shall be serial.
Art. 22. To see if the town will vote to change the name
of that part of Main street lying between the Boston & Maine
Railroad and Fiske's corner, so-called, to Cochituate Road.
Art. 23. To see what action the town will take regarding
a further appropriation for the new school building in Cochituate.
Art. 24. To see if the town will grant additional com-
pensation to Daniel D. Griffin, temporary tax collector for the
years 1906, 1907, and 1908.
Art. 25. To see if the town will vote to change the com-
pensation of the tax collector to one per cent of the amount col-
lected by him.
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Art. 26. To see if the town will further amend the vote
by which all uninvested funds were to be reimbursed by the
money received from interest on taxes, as follows:
The sum of two thousand dollars is hereby appropriated
from the unexpended balance of the revenue account for the past
year, to reimburse the Loker Fund. The amendment passed at
the Annual Meeting of March 30, 1910, is hereby further
amended to read as follows: "As an amendment to the vote,
authorizing the application of interest received on taxes to the
reimbursement of town funds passed March 26, 1906, it is voted
that in the case of the James Draper Fund, Grace Campbell
Draper Fund, Ella E. Draper Fund, the trustees of the library
shall continue to hold the notes of the town in perpetuity, bear-
ing interest at the rate of six per cent per annum in the case of the
James Sumner Draper Fund and the Ella E. Draper Fund; and
five per cent per annum in the case of the Grace Campbell Dra-
per Fund; and that the amount of these funds be invested by
the Sinking Fund Commissioners, and held by them as a per-
petual fund, or by such other Board of Trustees as the town may
elect.
Art. 27. To vote "Yes" or "No" in answer to the ques-
tion, "Shall Sections 1 to 14 inclusive, of Chapter 28 of the
Revised Laws, authorizing cities and towns to lay out public
parks within their limits, be accepted?"
And you are required to serve this warrant by posting copies
thereof, attested by you at the Town House, at each of the post-
offices in said town, and at the engine house, Cochituate, seven
days at least before the time for holding said meeting.
Hereof fail not and make due returns of this warrant to the
Town Clerk on or before March 23, current.
Given under our hands this tenth day of March, in the year
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of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and eleven.
THOMAS F. MAHONY,
RUFUS E. CORLEW,
EDMUND H. SEARS,
Selectmen of Wayland.
A true copy. Attest:
ORLANDO C. EWING,
Constable of Wayland.
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Town Clerk's Office
Wayland, Mass., March 31, 1911.
At the Town Meeting held on March 29, 1911, the follow-
ing votes were passed, viz.
:
Art. 2. Trustees of the Allen Fund, Isaac Damon, John
Connelly, Walter B. Henderson.
Fence Viewers : The Selectmen.
Field Drivers: The Constables.
Measurers of Wood and Bark: Wm. S. Lovell, Howard R.
George.
Surveyors of Lumber, Everett W. Small, Wm. M. Fullick.
Memorial Day Committee: David F. Fiske, Eugene M.
Bull, resigned, John C. Wright, resigned.
Art. 3. Voted, That the Finance Committee's report be
accepted, and that the amounts recommended by them be
and they hereby are appropriated, first striking out the item of
$1,500, for the retirement of the serial bonds of the schoolhouse
loan, and inserting in place thereof $870.58, and striking out
the item (education), $13,000, and inserting in place thereof
$16,000.
The $629.42 received as premium on bonds sold is appro-
priated toward the retirement of said bonds.
Voted, That the sum of $1,500 be appropriated and as-
sessed for the improvement of Main street, between Fiske's
corner and the Boston & Maine R. R. tracks at Wayland, or
at the discretion of the Highway Commission between Baldwin's
bridge and Sudbury town line, to be used in connection with
the allotment of a like amount by the Highway Commission
under the so-called Small Town Act.
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Art. 4. Voted to authorize the Selectmen to consult
counsel on important town cases, and to defend the town against
any action at law or suit in equity that may be brought against
it.
Art. 5. Voted to appropriate the money received from
dog licenses; one-half to schools, one-half to library.
Art. 6. Voted, That the town treasurer, with the approval
of the Selectmen, be and hereby is authorized to borrow money
from time to time in anticipation of taxes of the present munic-
ipal year to an amount not exceeding in the aggregate $25,000,
and to issue a note or notes therefor payable in one year, any
debt or debts incurred under this vote to be paid from the taxes
of the present municipal year.
Art. 7. Voted to appropriate a sum of money not ex-
ceeding $150 to defray the cost of extending the sidewalk
on the north side of Pond street, from the estate of Walter
Evans, to the easterly boundary of the estate of Nelson Mathews
Art. 8. Voted to authorize the Selectmen to draw from
the revenue account such sums of money as may be necessary
to carry on the work of exterminating the gypsy and brown-
tail moths for the months of December, 1911, and January and
February of 1912, but not to exceed the town's liability for 1912.
Art. 9. Voted to accept the following bequests: One
hundred dollars from E. Russel Frost, to be known as the E.
Russel Frost Fund, the income from which to be used for care of
lots 9 and 10 in North Cemetery; and one hundred dollars
($100) from Mrs. Lurinda B. Thomas, to be known as the
Lurinda B. Thomas Fund, income from which to be used for
care of lot 112, in North Cemetery.
Art. 10. Passed over.
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Art. 11. Voted, That on all taxes remaining unpaid
October 1, 1911, interest shall be charged at rate of 6 per cent
per annum.
Art. 12. Voted to grant a sum of money not exceeding
$250 to build a concrete sidewalk from the southerly side of
Plain street, northerly across Plain street, and along the easterly
side of the Knights of Labor Association Building.
Art 13. Voted, That the Water Commissioners be in-
structed to lay a two (2) inch water pipe from the Lee Hammon
place to the Fish place on the old Connecticut Path, cost not to
exceed $500, and to pay for same; said Water Commissioners
and Town Treasurer to give a water works note payable in
one (1) year to be paid from water rates.
Art. 14. Voted No.
Art. 15. Passed over.
Art. 16. Voted to appropriate a sum of money not ex-
ceeding $600 to cover the complete installation of an adequate
water supply for Wayland School. The school committee shall
expend the appropriation.
Art. 17. Voted to accept eight hours for a day's labor on
highways.
Art. 18. Passed over.
Art. 19. Passed over.
Art. 20. Voted, That all firemen receive fifty cents per
hour fighting woods fire and Wayland firemen fifty cents per
hour for all fires.
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Art. 21. Voted, That all future issue of bonds shall be
serial.
Art. 22. Voted to change the name of that part of Main
street lying between the Boston & Maine Railroad and Fiske's
corner, so-called, to Cochituate road.
Art. 23. Moved, that the sum of 81,629.42 be appro-
priated and assessed for the completion, furnishing, and grading
of the Cochituate School building.
Art. 24. Voted to appropriate and assess 8195 and pay
the same to D. D. Griffin as additional compensation as tem-
porary collector of taxes.
Art. 25. Passed over.
Art. 26. Voted to further amend the vote by which all
uninvested funds were to be reimbursed by the money received
from interest on taxes, as follows
:
The sum of 82,000 is hereby appropriated from the unex-
pended balance of the revenue account for the past year, to
reimburse the Loker Fund. The amendment passed at the
Annual Meeting of March 30, 1910, is hereby further amended
to read as follows: "As an amendment to the vote, authorizing
the application of interest received on taxes to the reimburse-
ment of town funds passed March 26, 1906, it is voted that in
the case of the James Draper Fund, Grace Campbell Draper Fund,
Ella E. Draper Fund, the trustees of the library shall continue to
hold the notes of the town in perpetuity, bearing interest at the
rate of six per cent per annum in the case of the James Sumner
Draper Fund and the Ella E. Draper Fund; and five per cent
per annum in the case of the Grace Campbell Draper Fund;
and that the amount of these funds be invested by the Sinking
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Fund Commissioners, and held by them as a perpetual fund, or
by such other Board of Trustees as the town may elect.
Art. 27. Passed over.
A true copy of record
:
[Attest]
DANIEL BRACKETT,
Town Clerk.
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Selectmen's Report
The regular appointments have been made as required by
law. They appear in the list of town officials.
Lighting. Additional street lights have been placed as
follows
:
Plain street, 1.
Cochituate road, 5.
Sidewalks. The gravel sidewalk on East Pond street was
built under the supervision of the highway surveyor.
The concrete sidewalk across Plain street by Knights of
Labor hall was contracted to L. F. Gould, of South Framingham.
Both of these walks were completed without using the entire
appropriation.
Cochituate Road. The work of rebuilding this road
through the center of the town was started in the early fall.
It was first thought that this work should be contracted,
but after careful consideration it was decided that it would be
better to have the work done by town people under the super-
vision of the Massachusetts highway engineer. We think
that this proved very satisfactory, as we now have an excellent
road, which will last for years. A petition has been sent to the
Highway Commission for another allotment under the Small
Town Act, which we hope to receive the coming year.
Road near Russell's Crossing. As this road, on both
sides of the railroad crossing, was in a very bad condition, we
petitioned the Highway Commission for an allotment.
One hundred dollars was awarded us, which was expended
by the highway surveyor.
JAMES H. LEE,
GRANVILLE L. LOKER.
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State Aid
The following persons have received State Aid during the
year beginning March 1, 1911, and ending March 1, 1912:
Brummett, Rosalie . $48 00
BUTTERFIELD, LlZZIE M. 48 00
Carter, Elbridge A. 48 00
Caswell, Moses . 72 00
Coakley, Ellen P. . 48 00
Corman, Elizabeth . . . 24 00
Hersey, Emma . 48 00
Ide, Margaret W. . 48 00
Lyons, Ellen 0. 48 00
Moore, Joseph M. . 72 00
Seymour, Louis . 60 00
Sherman, George E. 12 00
Stone, John E. 36 00
Underwood, Julia A. 48 00
Williams, Hannah J. 48 00
$708 00
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List of Jurors
List of Jurors for
Lawrence H. McManus
Lewis W. Grant
Patrick Nolan ....
Alfred A. Carter
Daniel D. Griffin
Isaac Damon ....
Walter F. Evans
Benjamin W. Damon .
John E. Dolan ....
Michael W. Hynes
Walter F. Smith
Ernest F. Lawrence .
Joseph W. Zimmerman
Napoleon Perodeau .
Henry P. Sherman
Charles H. Richardson
Frank J. Bigwood
John F. Burke .
John M. Woodworth .
Felix Noel ....
Wm. C. Neal ....
Alfred C. Loker
James Linnehan ....
Edwin Egan ....
Geo. S. Sumpter....
Henry Neal ....
James E. Ferguson
Frank C. Remick
Patrick D. Gorham
Marcus M. Fiske
Wm. H. Bond ....
John B. Yeager ....
Herbert K. Ranney .
Wm. Wheeler ....
James I. Bryden....
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Blacksmith
Carpenter
Farmer
Real Estate
Farmer
Farmer
Laborer
Shoemaker
Farmer
Farmer
Painter
Farmer
Clerk
Grocer
Brakeman
Carpenter
Shoemaker
Carpenter
Motorman
Shoemaker
Farmer
Shoemaker
Carpenter
Farmer
Shoemaker
Shoemaker
Grocer
Retired
Shoemaker
Farmer
Shoemaker
Shoemaker
Teamster
Farmer
Farmer
Town of Wayland
Report of Finance Committee
The committee recommends the following appropriations:
Basis of Estimate Appropriations
Abatement of taxes . . . . $800.00
General Administration
Salaries
:
Moderator
Selectmen
Auditor .
Treasurer
Collector
Assessors
Town Clerk .
Election Officers
Registrars
Incidentals
$10.00
175.00
50.00
500.00
350.00
450.00
50.00
100.00
100.00
1,000.00
,785.00
Protection of life and property
Police $216.94
Fire Department, Cochituate 800 . 00
Fire Department, Wayland 200 . 00
Hydrants 384.00
Sealers of weights and measures 20 . 00
. $1,620.94
Health and sanitation
Board of Health . . . $150.00
Inspector of animals — salary . 150.00
Medical inspection in schools . 50 . 00
$350.00
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Highways and bridges
Street lighting
Moth extermination
Charities
Overseers of poor— salaries
Support of the poor
$150.00
1,200.00
>2,000.00
1,800.00
1,152.62
$1,350.00
Education . .....
Covering School Committee— salaries
Teachers and janitors
Supplies
Transportation
Superintendent
Manual training
Incidentals
Libraries and reading-room . . $1,600.00
Memorial Day celebration
. . 100.00
Soldiers' benefits . . . . 400 . 00
Cemeteries
Lake View Cemetery
. . 150 . 00
North and Center Cemetery . 150.00
Sinking fund
Highway note
Retirement of serial
Cochituate .
$16,000.00
bonds of schoolhouse loan,
Total
$2,100.00
$300.00
1,408.80
400.00
1,500.00
$33,567.36
The above appropriations are recommended in addition to
such balances as appear on the Treasurer's books unexpended
from last year's appropriations.
The Finance Committee respectfully recommend the sum
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of four hundred sixty dollars ($460) be transferred from water
rates to pay interest on water bonds.
Also that the money for removing snow, etc., be drawn
from revenue account.
Also that all town insurance be drawn from revenue ac-
count.
Also that the overdrafts for last year, amounting to twenty-
two hundred and sixty dollars and forty-five cents ($2,260.45)
and interest charges for present municipal year be charged to
revenue account.
PAUL T. DRAPER, Chairman.
CHARLES F. WHITTIER.
WILLIAM N. SUPPLE.
BENJ. W. DAMON.
FRANK S. JONES, Clerk.
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Auditor's Report
Wayland, Mass., Feb. 29, 1912.
The accounts of the financial officials have been audited
and found correct.
The financial statement to the State Bureau of Statistics
has been compiled and forwarded, as required by law.
James H. Carroll,
Town Auditor.
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Town Clerk's Report
Wayland, Mass., Dec. 31, 1911
BIRTHS
Born during the year ...... 27
Males 15
Females ........ 12
Born of native parents . . . . . 21
Born of foreign parents ...... 2
Born of native and foreign parents . . . . 4
MARRIAGES
Registered during the year ..... 22
Native birth of both parties . . . . 16
Native of one and foreign of other .... 6
First marriage of both ...... 19
First of one, second of the other .... 1
Second of one, third of the other .... 2
DEATHS
Recorded during the year . . . 31
Married ........ 14
Single ......... 9
Widowed 8
Native birth . . .. . . . 21
Foreign birth ....... 10
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Names of persons deceased who were more than seventy
years old:
Yrs. Mos. Days
Lucy J. Carter .... 88 10 13
Morris Dorr .... 75 11
John Linnehan . . . 84
Mary Evans .... 91 4
Mary E. Mtjrry.... 87
Edward P. Johnson . . . 71 10
Geo. E. Sherman ... 70 5 20
Clarence H. Dudley ... 72 4 13
William Henry Clark .90 4 8
CAUSE OF DEATH
Acute Nephritis 3
Paralysis ........ 1
Sunstroke ........ 1
Drowning ........ 1
Cancer ........ 3
Dilatation of Heart ...... 5
Abscess ........ 1
Surgical Shock ....... 1
Locomotor Ataxia....... 1
Pneumonia ........ 1
Dementia ........ 1
Still Born . 2
Pulmonary Tuberculosis ..... 2
Acute Alcoholism ....... 1
Influenza ........ 1
(Edema of Lungs ....... 1
Old Age . 2
Arterio schelorsis ......
. 2
Infantile Paralysis....... 1
3.5
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DOGS LICENSED from DEC. 1, 1910, to DEC. 1, 1911
Males, 89, at $2 $178.00
Females 13, at $5 65.00
$243.00
Clerk's fees (102) at 20c 20.40
$222.60
Received in February, 1912, for last year's account $46 . 00
$268.60
BALLOTS CAST NOV. 1, 1911
Precinct 1 166
Precinct 2 268
434
FOR GOVERNOR
Carey, Socialist ....... 46
Foss, Democrat ....... 130
Foss, Prog. Democrat ...... 34
Frothingkam . . . . . 214
McGoff, Soc. Labor ...... 4
Rand, Prohibition....... 1
Blanks 5
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FOR REPRESENTATIVE
Bishop Stone Wright
Bedford 86 115 2
Concord 329 476 6
Lincoln 59 105 1
Sudbury 40 138 -2
Wayland 217 161 45
Weston 50 277 2
781 1,272 58
DANIEL BRACKETT,
Town Clerk.
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Assessors' Report
Valuation of real estate April 1,
1911
Valuation of personal estate April 1,
1911
Total valuation
Valuation of real estate April 1,
1910
Valuation of personal estate April 1,
1910
Total valuation
Increase .....
$1,918,500.00
963,059.00
2,881,559.00
rt,824,935. 00
1,015,227.00
2,840,162.00
$41,397.00
Taxes assessed for town purposes
State tax (regular)
State highway tax .
County tax .
Overlayings .
Excise tax
Additional assessments
$39,877.90
3,520.00
129.00
2,247.42
122 . 97
771.10
311.05
Polls assessed April 1, 1911 624
Polls assessed April 1,1910 618
Number of persons assessed 944
Number of residents assessed on
property .... 443
Number of non-residents assessed
on property ..... 155
Total number assessed on property 598
Total number assessed on polls only 374
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Total value of land . . . $782,270.00
Total value of buildings . . . 1,136,230.00
Value of church property . . 45,546 . 00
Number of horses assessed . . 320
Number of cows assessed . . 662
Number of neat cattle other than cows 92
Number of swine .... 467
Number of fowls .... 1,790
Number of dwelling houses . . 506
Number of acres of land
. . 9,805
Rate of taxation, 1911 ... 15.50
Rate of taxation, 1910 ... 13.60
Taxes Abated
For the years 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901 . $425 . 90
For the year 1902 .... 56.49
For the year 1903 . ... 72.83
For the year 1904 .... 65 . 71
For the year 1905 .... 81 . 75
For the year 1910 . ... 84.01
For the year 1911 .... 1,456.81
NATHANIEL R. GERALD,
ALFRED A. CARTER,
Assessors of Wayland.
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Report of Tax Collector
Following is a statement showing the business transacted
by this department for the year 1911
:
State tax
State highway tax
County tax
Town tax
Overlayings .
Total
Additonal
Excise tax
Abated
Collected and paid
tax)
1911 tax
Interest collected
Treasurer (Excise
771.10
33,934.90
$3,520.00
129.00
2,247.42
39,877.90
122.97
545,897.29
$311.05
771.10
1,456.81
34,706 . 00
125.04
Gypsy Moth Tax
Total tax $300.75
Collected and paid Treasurer .... 170.25
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To date the tax warrants of previous years have not been
turned over to this department, but the following sums have
been received and paid to the treasurer, applying on these back
taxes as follows
:
1909 Tax $111.85
1909 Interest account 15.08
1910 Tax 263.26
1910 Interest account 19.43
Respectfully submitted,
I. A. PRIEST,
Collector.
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SCHEDULE I
Consolidated Cash Statement
Cash balance March 1, 1911 . . $10,099.01
Total Receipts (per Schedule II) . . 86,326.89
$96,425 . 90
Total payments (per Schedule III) . . $91,739 .09
Cash Balance, Feb. 29, 1912 .... 4,686.81
SCHEDULE II
March 5. Jas. H. Lee, scales $10.00
March 15. State Treasurer, corporation tax, 169.06
March 18. Interest on Bank Deposit . . 2.90
March 23. Dolor Cormier, hall rent . . 12.00
April 12. J. E. Mahoney, coll. tax, 1910 . 2,728.58
" " 1909 . 202.63
Intontax, 1910 7.43
" "
ik 1909 . 25.11
April 15. Town of Southboro, poor dept. 167.75
C. S. Williams, water commissioners, 324.63
C. B. & Q. Coupon, Allen Fund, Inc., 20.00
April 29. A. A. Norris, fire dept. . . 2.22
May 3. Interest on bank deposit . . 3.40
" new schoolhouse 46.30
May 6. Loring, Tolman & Tupper, Note No. 1 5,000.00
Note No. 2 5,000.00
May 17. W. S. Draper, cemeteries . . 2.00
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May 18. J E Mahonev coll tax 1910 $704 1?
" 1909 12.59
" 1908 2.00
" 1907 4 06
" 1906 4.00
Int on tax, 1910 7.60
" << « 1908 .22
" " " 1907 .68
" " " 1906 92
May 31. Tntprpst on hank dpnosit 2.74
June 2. J. E. Mahontfy, coll. tax 1909 646.81
"
" " 1910
" Int on tax 1909x i i i. . yjxx i, cx x. %j \j kJ , 34.42
" " " " 1910 39 17
June 5. E J Cormipr wpiehts and mpasnrps 1 45
June 8. Estprhroolc & Co ^ otp ^o 3 1 0 000 00
June 15. Cpmptprv Commissionprs .T AT T?n<s-
spiI EnndIV 1 1 J. 1 1 1 1 VA ..... 100. 00
June 26. V • V • V T (11 VI , V V 1 1 1 V IV 1 1 ^ ~ .
.
#0 00~ v7 . V7V7
June 27. \) J Graham sunt moth dpnt-A J . rj . V * J. CAAACA AA.A « O LA 1J L 111V/V AA V_AV-, YJ L •
.
15 00
Tnt on Rn nlr npoositAll I • V7 1 1 1 7 vl 1 1 1\. dvTlJvJolL i 64
Jl 1 1
V
3. Tjistrirt Court rpfiiriTs 20
C S Williams watpr pommissionprsV > . k_/ • ¥ V 1111U lllo « V > CI IV.1 V_ V/Hllill.~'~lV711Vyl 396 69
July 7. Tntprpst on hanlc rlpoositAllLClUol V V 1 1 I J (1 1 1 1\. V 1 1/ I 7V7o 1
1
ii 01
July 17. Pat'lciiKon iV rinrr \otp ^o 4.A til IXllloVlll JJLlll j ^1 ULC ^ V V7 . r . t ooo on*7 , V7V7V7 . VJV7
Statp TYpasnrpr moth dpntK J L VV L V_ -1- IV VI ~ 11 1 V 1
,
1A1VJL1A V 1 V I 7 I . *—t ) . jL. V7
Julv 19. Andrpw Andprson motli rlptiti 1 1 IVll \_ > > i. XllVivl OU11 j 111*.7 I 1 A V AV L 7 I *
,
10 001. V7 . V7V7
^ationql ^atiplc Hanlc wntpr no+p ^00 00'JV7V7 . V7V7
97 1 \ V 1 1 1 1 Om ' ' TV" O TOT* ^ , / \ 1> "1 TW loci f ^ \ ,\j. o. » > liiiciiii.s, \\ diei commissioners,
Aug. 2. W. S. Draper, cemeteries 20.00
Aug. 4. D. J. Graham, moth dept. 7.50
Aug. 11. City of Boston, schools . 36.00
Aug. 29. J. E. Mahoney, coll. tax 1910 . 3,154.61
" " 1909 . 1,412.49
" " 1908 . 192.28
" " 1907 . 7.13
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29. J E Mahonev Tnt on tax 1910fj • JL-J • ^.i A ClllV/ilv > » Alii.. VJ 1 A UlA It/IV $80 14
" " 1909 104 57
" " " " 1908 31 .47
" " " 1907 22
31. Interest on bank deposit 4 82
Sept. 5. C S Williams watpr poinniNsinriPiN 374.85
9. T) .T (Trfi nam Sunt moth ripnt 62 00
10. Town of Sudburv inodl refund 12.67
Tnvi-n of W pston mpVll rpfnndA VJ >> Jll VJ I T f Co LU11 . HI 1 C± LlllLI 12 .67
Sept. 25. J E Mahonev coll tax 1907 4 16
" 1908 42". 97
" 1909 95
. 34
"
44 44 1910 93.99
" Int on
44 1909 . 70
\ T£ iv O I niiT^nn \11pti tunn hipV_ . LJ . V^f • V li I / vJll ^TAllvTll 1 LlllVJ. j 11 lv » j 20. 00
I \ Priest roll tax 1911A . ^ A . JL llCol) v_ 1 J . LCIJV It/11 3 000 00Uj vW . VJ VJ
Sept. 27. r r T .pin 01 tip wpio'nt^ arm iiiPii^urp^JLJ • A A^iVTll A\_/l llvT « \>CTl£illLo ClllVl lllvi; CI 0 Lll • 19.94
^ent T A Pripst poll tav 1Q11 6 ',00 00VJ jtJvJvJ . VJVJ
Interest on hank denositAllLvl vol VJ AA »AU1I1\ UvL/vOll 5.92
Oct. 3. \ ^ W illiamc; watpr pnniTiiNsinnpr\s • O • T T lllldllloj \> d LvTl V_ VJlIlXllloolVJllvTl . 313.58
Oct. J E Mahonpv poll tax 1910 73.92
" int nn " 1Q10nil. uii iyiu . 15 11
T \ Prip«t pnll tflv 1Q11A. /x. AllcSl, LU11. Lax It/ 1 7 000 00i , . vjvj
Oct. 7 # >> . O. -L'ldlJCl, L C1I1C LCI ICo 20 00
Oct. 11. C( it 20 00
Oct. 14. T F AraVinnpv pnll tav 1 Q0 ()O . XI/. ^TlallUllCJ . Lull. LctA L .717./ 353 48
" " " 1Q101 fj 1 1/ 17S 72
" int nn tii v 1 QOQUlLUllLdA xOVJO 39. 07
" " " " 1Q10 60
Oct. -23. I. A. Priest, coll. tax 1911 5,000.00
Oct. 28. C. S. -Yilliams, water commissioners, 865.41
State Treasurer, moth dept. 564 . 63
Nov. 1. B. & A. R. R. Coupons, Loker Fund,
Inc. ...... 40.00
Interest on bank deposit . 10.74
Oct. 9. I. A. Priest, coll. tax, 1911 2,500.00
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Nov. 14. D. J. Graham, supt. moth dept. $100.00
Nov. 15. State Treasurer, corporation tax 3,157.68
national bank tax . 905
. 95
state aid 782.00
burial of paupers 15.00
burial of ind. soldiers 37.00
street railway tax 369.66
Nov. 20. I. A. Priest, coll. tax, 1911 2,000.00
Nov. 27. E. F. Lemoine, weights and meas. 2.23
Natick Five Cents' Saving Bank:
Interest on W. S. Draper Fund 4.04
" D. B. Heard Fund 4.04
" Jackson Fund 4.04
" E. L. Moore Fund 12.12
" Henry Reeves Fund 4.04
Calvin Rice Fund 4.04
" RobyFund 16.16
" A. M. Page Fund 2.02
' k
E. R. Frost Fund 4.04
" L. B. Thomas Fund 4.04
M
J. M. Russell Fund 1.00
Dec. 3. Interest on bank deposit . 27.40
Chairman Dist. School Committee,
schools ..... 625 . 00
Dec. 11. I. A. Priest, coll tax, 1909 53.90
" " 1910 75.70
" " 1911 107.84
" moth tax, 1911 87.25
int. on tax 1909 6.89
" " " " 1910 5.04
" " " " 1911 24.44
" tax, 1911 1,500.00
1912
Jan. 1. C. S. Williams, water commissioners, 168.80
Interest on bank deposit . 13.64
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Jan. 2. District Court returns $9.67
Dolor Cormier, hall rent . 28.00
Jan. 4. btate Ireasurer, 31am st., Y> ayland . 1,449.50
" Sherman Bridge Road . 100.00
Tan I \ Priest roll tax 1911 4 000 00
Jan. 6. School Board, schools 8.00
Jan. Qo. W. S. Draper, cemeteries i nn
Jan. 1 QLO. State Treasurer, moth dept.
Jan. ol. C. S. Williams, water dept. OLD . I o
(sqo mil m
Feb. 1. Interest on bank deposit
.
$14.60
Feb. 2. County Treasurer, dog license . 215.92
Feb. 3. W. W. Hynes, supt. highways . 12.90
Feb. 6. Dolor Cormier, hall rent . 13.00
Feb. 9. Franklin Savings Bank Donation
Fund, Inc...... 52.52
Feb. 10. Dolor Cormier, hall rent . 22.00
Feb. 15. LA. Priest, excise tax 771.10
Feb. 23. tax 1909 57.95
" 1910 180.76
" 1911 1,442.32
int. on tax 1909 . 8.19
" " " 1910
.
13.81
" " " 1911 . 78.76
moth tax 77.00
Feb. 26. P. S. Ide, clerk, schools 5 . 72
Feb. 28. C. S. Williams, clerk, water com-
missioners ... 322.73
Feb. 29. H. E. Burke, clerk, fire dept. . 5.50
Dolor Cormier, hall rent . 16.00
Daniel Brackett, licenses 8.00
E. I. Clark, scales .... 11.90
James H. Lee, scales 10.00
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I. A. Priest, tax 1911
" 1910
int. on tax 1911
" " " 1910
moth tax
Interest on bank deposit .
Total receipts .
$884 . 74
6.80
21.84
.58
6.00
19.34
$86,326 . 89
SCHEDULE III
TREASURER'S PAYMENTS BY DEPARTMENTS
Maintenance
1. Departmental
:
General government $3,592 . 58
Protection of life and property 5,816.00
Health and sanitation
. 360.04
Highways and bridges and lighting . 5,026.09
Charities ..... 1,390.33
Soldiers' benefits .... 1,150.45
Education ..... 16,900.06
Library (paid to trustees) 1,817.96
Celebrations ..... 105.37
2. Public service:
Water Department 1,494.73
3. Cemeteries ..... 421.51
4. Interest ...... 4,092 . 34
5. Outlays
:
High school water supply 566.45
Main street water supply 2,898.33
East Pond street sidewalk 123.86
Grange Hall sidewalk 233 . 25
6. Sinking funds
:
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To Commissioners $1,408.80
Agency payments
:
Taxes to County and State 5,991.16
Town indebtedness
:
New schoolhouse .... 11,964.85
Water works extension
.
494.93
Temporary tax loans paid 20,000 . 00
Other notes and bonds paid 2,900.00
Funds invested .... 2,990.00
Total payments $91,739.09
Temporary Loan Account
Borrowed (In Anticipation of Taxes)
:
1911
May 6. Loring, Tolman, & Tupper,
Note No. 1, 6 mos., at
3.24% $5,000.00
May 6. Loring, Tolman & Tupper,
Note No. 2, 9 mos., at
3.36% 5,000.00
June 8. Esterbrook & Co., Note No.
3, 12 mos., at 3.58% 10,000.00
July 1. Parkinson & Burr, Note
No. 4, 12 mos., at 3.65% . 5,000.00
Notes Paid
May 5. National Natick Bank, $5,000.00
June 10. Natick 5c. Savings bank, 5,000.00
Nov. 6. First National Bank, 5,000.00
1912
Feb. 6. " " " . . $5,000.00
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Interest Account:
On $42,000 town bonds @ 4% $1,680.00
$11,000 water bonds @ 4% 440.00
" $1,000 water note @ 4% 40.00
" $25,000 tax loan note (discharged), 844 . 34
" $1,200 highway loan note @ 4% 48.00
" $26,000 school bonds @ 4% 1,040.00
" $400 cemetery funds @ 5% 20.00
" $1,000 library funds ® 5% 50.00
" $1,000 library funds @ 6% 60.00
$4,222.34
Revenue Account
Receipts
:
Interest on bank deposit . $122 15
Scales ...... 31 90
Court fines ..... 9 87
Street railway tax . 369 66
Corporation tax .... 3,268 23
National bank tax .... 869 72
State aid ..... 782 00
Additional assessments 311 05
Licenses ..... 8 00
Unexpended balance of previous year 4,043 33
41)
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Payments
To department overdrafts $1,962 . 24
Loker Fund investment 2,000.00
state aid
moth work
snow bills .
insurance .
bond
balance
708 . 00
835
. 36
75.15
395.33
12.00
3,827.83
$9,815.91 $9,815.91
Cochituate School Building Account
Balance of Last year's account
Appropriation
Interest on deposit
Payments
:
$10,214.39
1,629.42
46.30
A. W. Atwood $119.26
Walworth -Englisli-Flett Co. 1,301.90
C. R. Gow Co. 75.00
Adden & Parker . 271.83
Hapgood, Frost & Co. . 8,558.55
Underwood Furniture Co. 288.11
W. E. Leonard 5.00
H. G. Dudley 24.00
T. F. Mahoney . 6.25
Edison Electric Light Co. 1.00
Kenny Bros. & Wolkins 879.25
Isaac Damon 336.45
C. W. Fab-bank . 49.19
H. C. Dean 10.00
Waldo Bros. 15.00
J F. Burke 24.06
Overdrawn 74.74
$11,964.85 $11,964.85
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Notes and Bonds Outstanding
42 town bonds, due March 1, 1919, @ 4% . $42,000.00
11 water bonds, due Aug. 1, 1913,® 4% . 11,000 .00
19 school bonds, due Nov. 1, $1,000 annually @
4% . . . . . • 19,000.00
11 school bonds, due Nov. 1, $500 annually at
4% 5,500.00
2 highway notes, due Dec. 15, annually, $400
annually© 4% 800.00
Tax note, due June 8, 1912, © 3.58 discount 10,000.00
Tax note, due July 17, 1912, % 3.65 discount 5,000 . 00
$93,300.00
Cemetery Trust Funds Deposited in Natick 5c. Savings
Bank @ 4%
E. L. Moore Fund $300.00
Jackson Fund 100 .00
D. B. Heard Fund 100.00
W. S. Draper Fund 100 . 00
Henry Reeves Fund 100.00
Calvin Rice Fund 100 . 00
Roby Fund 400 . 00
A. M. Page Fund 50.00
E. R. Frost Fund 100.00
L. B. Thomas Fund 100.00
A. M. Lovejoy Fund 200.00
Parson Fund 200 . 00
J. M. Russell Fund 100.00
$1,950.00
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Poor Trust Funds
Donation Fund, in Franklin Savings Bank, (5 Y
,
Allen Fund, in C. B. & Q. Bonds @ 4% (reg.)
Loker Fund, in 2 B. & A. R. R. Bonds <5 4'
;
(reg.)
$1,300.00
1,000.00
2,000.00
$4,300.00
Library Funds
Invested by Library Trustees:
C. H. Draper Fund $5,000.00
Cynthia Roby Fund ..... 3,155.76
Child's Fund 100.00
Invested by Sinking Fund Commissioners
:
E . E . Draper Fund 500 . 00
Jas. Draper Fund . .. 500.00
Not invested:
G. C. Draper Fund 1,000 .00
$io,255 76
Trial Balance
Revenue .
Abatement of taxes
Salaries
Incidentals
Police
Fire dept., Cochituate
Fire dept., YVayland .
Weights and measures
Board of health
Inspection of animals
Inspection of schools
February 29, 1012
Dr. Cr.
$3,827.83
$1,420.19
42.20
60.04
75.00
93.29
283.06
2.38
3.11
30.61
50 . 00
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Highways .
East Pond street sidewalk
Grange Hall sidewalk
Main street sidewalk
Moth suppression
Electric lights
Support of poor
Education
High school water supply
New schoolhouse .
Memorial Day
Soldiers' benefits
Cemetery account
North & Center cemeteries
Lake View cemetery
Interest
Interest on taxes
Water commissioners
Water works extension
Cash
Lee estate land
Uncollected taxes, 1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
Investment of Trust Funds
Sinking Funds
Water Sinking Fund
Temporary tax loans
Town bonds
Highway notes .
Water bonds
Water note
Library Note
$2.52
164.24
114.40
44.10
68.87
74.74
5.37
$26 . 14
16.75
51.17
188.78
4,686.81
275
.
52
72 . 80
61.57
94 . 4.3
1,028.77
1,692.93
10,816.63
16,505.76
24,901.98
10,552.04
33.55
27.17
258.19
22.51
10.33
539.51
566 . 33
5 . 07
15,000.00
42,000.00
800.00
11,000.00
500.00
1,000.00
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Schoolhouse bonds
Cemetery trust funds
Poor trust fund
Library trust funds .
Donation fund income
Draper fund income .
Heard fund income .
Jackson fund income
Lovejoy fund income
Moore fund income
Parsons fund income
Reeves fund income .
Rice fund income
Roby fund income
Page fund income
Frost fund income
Thomas fund income
Russell fund income .
Debt balance account (net debt)
$24,500.00
1,950.00
4,300.00
10,255.76
.52
2.24
5.24
9.24
10.50
34 . 72
38.85
4.16
2.04
23.32
1.02
5.04
5 . 04
1.00
$44,345.98
$117,295.69 $117,295.69
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Comparative Statement
Comparative Statement of Receipts
For years ending February 28-29, 1911-1912
1911 1912
Taxes, current year $30,158.14 $33,934.90
Taxes, prior years 7,794 29 11,873.47
OUCCl 11. ll< CAL 13C IClA. 651 00 771.10
Corporation tax from state 2,438 75 3 3 96 74
National bank tax from state 652 31 905 . 95
Street R. R. tax from state 238 51 369
.
do
Total tax receipts, etc. $41,933 00 $51,181.82
Licenses axd Permits:
Dog licenses from county $354 24 $215.92
Other licenses .... 5 00 8.00
Total licenses and permits, receipt s $359 24 $223 . 92
Towx Administration :
Rent of halls .... $124 00 $91.00
Protection Life and Property:
Police Department
:
Fines at police court, etc. $123 47 $9.87
Fire Department
Miscellaneous receipts . 21 47 7.72
Sealer weights and measures . 20 45 23.62
Moth extermination from state 2,045 51 1,070.14
Moth extermination from others 8 50 194.50
Moth extermination from tax col-
lector .... 170.25
Total protection of life and
property receipts $2,228 76 $1,466.23
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1911 1912
Health and Sanitation:
Inspection of animals from state
Board of health refund
$75 . 00
10.00
Highways and bridges
From State Treasurer
42.17 $12.90
100.00
Charities :
Overseers of Poor, receipts
Other cities and towns
Income from Poor Trust Funds .
$49 . 00
207.12
$15.00
167.75
172.00
Total Charity receipts $256.12 $354 . 75
Soldiers' Benefits:
State aid from Commonwealth
Burial, indigent soldiers
$935 . 50
74.00
$708.00
37.00
Total soldiers benefit receipts $1,009.50 $745 . 00
Education:
State school fund
State for Superintendent
State for tuition
State for salaries
Tuition .....
Income from trust funds
Refunds . .•
.
$863 . 42
375 . 00
37.50
250.00
28.00
12.00
.47
$375.00
250.00
36.00
8.00
5.72
Total Education receipts $1,566.39 $674 . 72
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1911 1912
Libraries :
Fines, etc $38.49 $42.73
Bank interest . . . . 7 . 59 2 . 85
Income from trust funds . 83 . 00 1 10 . 00
Income from trust funds invested 299 . 80 341 . 58
Total Library receipts . . 428 . 88 $497 . 16
Public Scales . . . . $14.55 $31.90
Water Department:
Water rates .... $2,603.94 $3,467.41
Cemeteries:
Sales of lots, etc. . $144 . 00 $83 . 00
Income from funds . . 51.48 59.58
Transfers from interest account . 20 . 00 20 . 00
Total Cemetery receipts . . $215 . 48 $162 . 58
Interest:
On deposits .... $362.81 $122.15
On taxes . . . . 454.52 546.98
On school bonds . . 20.22
Transfers to Interest:
From water commissioners . $535 . 00 $480 . 00
From sinking fund investments . 1,206 . 33 $1,242 . 28
Total interest receipts $2,578 . 88 $1,722 . 28
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Town Indebtedness:
Temporary tax loans issued
New sehoolhouse bonds issued
Premium on bonds issued .
Cochituate school fund
Water note
Total Debt receipts
Trust Funds:
Perpetual care funds received
Donation fund for investment
Child's fund for investment
Total Trust Fund receipts
1911
$20,000.00
26,000.00
719.42
1,283.56
1912
125,000.00
500 . 00
S48.002.98 $25,500.00
$250.00
1,000.00
100.00
$1,350.00
$100.00
$100.00
Comparative Statement of Payments
For years ending February 28-29, 1911-1912
REVENUE
County tax .
State tax
State highway tax
Corporation tax
National bank tax
Total tax payments
Town Administration:
Moderator
Selectmen Salaries
Incidentals
Auditor Salary
Incidentals
( ollectors Salaries
Salaries Old Accts.
1911
52,441.23
3.520.00
129.00
33.12
1912
£,247.42
3,520.00
129.00
58.51
36.23
1,123.35 $5,991.16
$10.00
175.00
20.51
50 . 00
3.20
295 . 00
426.31
$10.00
125.00
33
. 55
50.00
392.70
195.00
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Incidentals $163 62 $153 75
Treasurer Salary 500 00 500 00
Incidentals 49 61 37 58
Assessors Salaries 766 20 435 00
Incidentals 82 15 4 50
Town Clerk Salary 50 00 50 00
Incidentals 61 25 87 16
Election and Registration. Salaries 197 00 264 50
Incidentals 59 74 41 54
Printing anrl Stationprv Tnpirlpntals 262 55 270.40
Insurance 1,744.44 407 33
Town Lines and Bounds Incidentals 9 00
Town Building and care of clocks 188 89 324 52
Miscellaneous Incidentals 506 71 161 31
Accounting System 300 00
New Ballot Boxes 100 00
Tree Warden 48 74
Total Administration $6,021 . 19 $3,592 . 58
1911 1912
Protection, Life and Property:
Police Department $736.00 $716.94
Incidental expense 44 . 04
Suppression of liquor sales . 123.36
Fire Department, Cochituate 749 . 31 879 . 82
Fire Department, repairs and
hose
. . . 612.28
Fire Protection, Wayland 168 . 67 209 . 34
Hydrants 384.00 384.00
Sealing weights and measures . 83.11 55.35
Moth extermination
. $3,723.87 $3,570.55
Total Protection of Life and
Property Payments 1,624.64 55,816.00
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Health and Sanitation:
Board of Health
Inspection of animals
Medical inspection .
Total Health and Sanitation
Payments ....
$333 . 26
150.00
100.00
$583 . 26
$210.04
150.00
$360 . 04
Highways and Bridges
Street repairs, etc
Street lighting .
Removal of snow
(2,943.15
1,642.89
37.21
$3,236.54
1,714.40
75.15
Total Highways and Bridges
Payments ....
Charities:
Overseers of the Poor, salaries
Sundry payments (see Overseers
of Poor report) .
Income of Poor Trust Funds ex-
pended ....
Total charities payments
$4,623 . 25
1911
$130.00
1,282.21
205.31
$5,026 . 09
1912
$130.00
1,051 00
172.00
$1,617.52 $1,353.00
Soldiers' Benefits:
State aid
Soldiers' burials
Soldiers' relief .
$762 . 00
37.00
454.38
$708 . 00
37 . 00
405.45
Total Soldiers' Benefit payments $1 ,253 38 ,150.45
Education:
School Committee, salaries
Wages, teachers and janitors
$178.95
10,285.58
$160.00
10,496.38
Comparative Statement
M ctgca, P^J IHtrllla llUIIl OLclLC OL11UU1
Fund .... $4.73
Supplies .... $1,146.73 1,563.81
Transportation 2,171.45 2,594.05
Superintendent 774 . 98 799.97
Repairs .... 168.80 320.98
Incidentals .... 115.32 118.46
Fuel 927.00 841.68
Total Education payments $15,768,81 $16,900.06
Libraries (payments to trustees)
Libraries (payments by trustees)
:
Supervision and salaries
Books and periodicals
Janitors' salaries, etc.
Fuel and light
Rent
Repairs ...
Interest and commission on bonds
bought
Miscellaneous
Total library payments .
Recreation and Celebration:
Memorial Day .
Water Department :
Maintenance and operation
Transfer to interest account
Payment to Sinking Fund .
Total water payments
1911
$1,777.12
577.00
467.90
263.00
303 . 39
144.00
80.68
54.04
142.06
$2,032.07
$100.00
$995 . 29
535 . 00
1912
$1,707.96
603 . 78
607.52
268.00
256 . 85
144.00
324 . 34
101.98
52,306.47
$105.37
$1,421.08
480.00
73.65
$1,530.29 $1,974.73
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Cemeteries:
Labor and maintenance . 8309.41
Expended from income of trust
fund . . . . 36.08
Total cemetery payments . 8345.49
Sinking Fund Commissioners:
1911
Safety deposit box . 810.00
Bond . . 12.00
Interest:
On temporary loans . . 8549 . 44
On town bonds 1,680.00
On water bonds 440.00
On water note . . 40.00
On highway notes . 64 . 00
On schoolhouse bonds
Transfer from interest
Poor funds .... $155.00
Cemetery funds . 20 . 00
Library funds .... 83 .00
Total interest payments $3,031.44
Outlays (construction)
:
High school water supply
New road machine . . $226 . 68
Main street
East Pond street sidewalk
Grange Hall sidewalk
Water Works extension
$390.01
31.50
$421.51
1912
810.00
12.00
$844 . 34
1,680.00
440.00
40 . 00
48.00
1,040.00
$4,092.34
820.00
110.00
84.222.34
8566.45
2,898 . 33
123.86
233.25
494 . 93
84.816.82
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Sinking Funds:
Annual requirements
.
$1,408.80 $1,408.80
Interest added to funds — town 829 . 17 836 . 49
Interest added to funds — water 377 . 16 405 . 79
Payments to water sinking fund 263 .42 73 . 65
Total Sinking Fund payments $2,878 . 55 $2,724 . 73
New schoolhouse '.
. . 19,969.25 11,964.85
New schoolhouse bonds, expense 90 . 00
Town Indebtedness :
Temporary tax loans paid . . $30,000 . 00 $20
. 000
Water note from earnings
. 1,000.00 1,000.00
Town note held by Library Trus-
tees 100.00
Highway serial note . . 400 . 00 400
. 00
Schoolhouse bonds . . . 1,500.00
Total debt payments
. . $51,559.25 $22,900.00
Trust Funds:
Perpetual care cemetery funds, in-
vested .... $250.00 $500.00
Donation trust fund, invested 1,000.00
Library trust funds, invested
. 5,600.00 500.00
Loker trust funds, invested 1,990.00
Total trust fund payments $6,850 . 00 $2,990 . 00
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Balance Sheets
ASSET ACCOUNTS
Current Assets:
Cash for current liabilities . . 84,686 . 81
Library current cash . . . 284 . 22
Uncollected taxes— current year 10,816 . 63
Uncollected taxes— prior years . 2,950. 52
Lee estate land . . . 275.52
Total current assets . . 819,013.70
Excess of Current Liabilities:
Overdrafts .... 2,260.45
s_U.274.15
Trust Fund Investments:
In savings banks, cemetery funds 81,950 .00
In savings banks, donation funds 1 ,300 . 00
In savings banks, library funds 1,412 . 00
84,662.00
In town note, library fund 81,000 . 00
In bonds, poor funds . . 83,000.00
In bonds, library funds . . 7,843 . 76
810,843.76
Sinking Fund Investments:
Town sinking fund . . . 824,901 . 98
Water sinking fund . . . 10,552.04
835,454.02
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Excess of Notes and Bonds:
Net debt 44,345.98
$96,305 . 76
LIABILITY AND FUND ACCOUNTS
Current Liabilities :
Balances carried forward . $2,019.17
Funds income unexpended . 142 . 92
Claims against current cash . $2,162. 1Q
Library current fund . 284 . 22'
Tax notes outstanding . . 15,000.00'
Total current liabilities . $17,446 .32
Excess of Current Assets:
Balance of revenue unappropriated 3,827 . 83
$21,274.15
Trust Fund Liabilities:
Cemetery funds . . . $1,950.00
Poor funds .... 4,300.00
Library funds .... 10,255 .76
,505 . 76
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Notes and Bonded Debt
Town bonds
Water bonds
School bonds
Highway notes
Water note
Town note held bv Library Trustees
$42,000.00
11,000.00
24,500.00
800.00
500 . 00
$78,800.00
1,000.00
,305 . 76
FRANK E YEAGER,
Treasurer.
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Cochituate School Building Committee
REPORT OF SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE
The new school building in Cochituate Village reached a
state of completion some time since, not only in the way of con-
struction but in the furnishing thereof. In addition, the
grounds surrounding the building have been carefully arranged
and the lawns sowed down.
To do all this, it has been necessary to overdraw our account
to the amount of $74.74, as shown by expense figures in con-
nection with the erection of the structure.
In the minds of the members of the Building Committee,
who evinced an interest in the work, the Town's people may
well feel a sense of pride through the ownership of a building
of this nature and appointments, and which has been produced
at the lowest minimum expense.
Disposition of Vacated School Buildings
No decisive steps have been taken by the Committee as to
the disposition of the vacated school building in Cochituate
Village or the Lokerville schoolhouse, but at the last meeting
it was the sense of the members present that the former should
be retained and remodelled to meet the necessities of a municipal
structure, the latter to be sold outright.
In connection with the erection of the new building, it is
the desire of the Committee to call attention of the Town's
people to the generosity of the members of the Cochituate
Grange, which organization donated the entire furnishings of
the Superintendent's office, which assistance came at a very
opportune time.
Another source of great assistance was furnished by Mr.
Edmund H. Sears, who bore the expense incident to the pur-
chase of an additional strip of land, the stone steps and trim-
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mings of the building. Certainly such private and public
benefactions, if lost sight of by a certain few, should ever be
borne in mind by the majority.
Speaking for the active members of the Committee, we feel
that our work and labors in this particular field of endeavor
are completed and therefore respectfully request our discharge.
Following is statement of schoolhouse account.
Respectfully submitted.
THOMAS F. MAHONY,
Chairman Building Committee.
Wayland, Mass., Feb. 2?, 1912.
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Treasurer's Statement of New Schoolhouse Account
March 1, 1911. Balance . . $10,214.39
March 29. Appropriation
. . 1,629.42
May 3. Interest on deposit . 46
. 30
£f Payments:
April 17. A. W. Atwood . $107.85
Walworth, Eng. Flett Co. 800.00
Hapgood, Frost & Co. . 3,308 . 20
C. R. GowCo. . . 75 .00
Adden & Parker . . 82 .16
May 16. Hapgood, Frost & Co. . 1,444.25
Walworth, Eng. Flett
Co. 161.85
Adden & Parker . 32 .11
June 3. A. W. Atwood . 11.41
June 22. Walworth, Eng. Flett
Co 34C.05
Hapgood, Frost & Co . 3,806.10
Adden & Parker . 157
. 56
June 15. Underwood Furn. Co. . 118 .51
July 1. W.E.Leonard . . 5.00
July 31. H.G.Dudley
. . 24.00
T. F. Mahoney
. . .
6 . 25
Edison Elec. Co. . 1.00
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins 879 . 25
Underwood Furn. Co. . 169 . 60
Oct. 7. Isaac Damon . . 336 .45
Nov. 4. C.W.Fairbanks
. 49.19
H. C. Dean
. . 10.00
1912
Jan. 6. Waldo Bros.
. 15 .00
Feb. J.F.Burke . . 24.06
Overdrawn
. . 74.74
$11,964.85 $11,964.85
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Report of the Commissioners of the
Town Sinking Fund
Amount of Fund, March 1, 1911 . $22,656.69
Received, appropriation, 1911 $1 ,408 . 80
Received, interest, less premiums
on investment bought . 836 .49 2,245.29
Amount of Fund, March 1, 1912 . $24,901 . 98
Invested as Follows:
Town of Wayland Water Fund Bonds,
4%, ©par . $5,000.00
Fitehburg Railroad Bond, 4%, (g par 1,000.00
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Bonds, $5,000, 31%, © cost . 4,730.00
West End Street Railway Bonds,
4%, © par .... 1,000.00
New York, New Haven & Hartford
R. R. Bonds, 4%, © par 2,000 . 00
Boston & Maine R. R. Bonds, $2,000,
4% @ cost .... 1,970.00
Boston Elevated Railway Bonds, 4%,
©par 3,000 . 00
Old Colony R. R. Bonds, $2,000,
3J%, @ cost.... 1,855.00
Old Colony R. R. Bond, $1,000,
4%, ©par . . 1,000.00
Boston Elevated Railway Bonds, 4%,
©par 3,000.00
Deposited in North End Savings
Bank, Boston . . 346.98
$24,901.98
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All bonds are registered except Wayland Water Fund
Bonds for which there is no provision for registration.
James Draper Fund
Amounc of Fund, March 1, 1912 $500 . 00
(Being amount received from Town
Treasurer in October, 1911.)
Deposited in Cambridgeport Sav-
ings Bank.
Income when accrued to be paid into
Town Treasury, to be applied on
interest on note held by Treasurer
of Library Funds.
Ella E. Draper Fund
Amount of fund, March 1, 1912 . $500 . 0(5
(Being amount received from Treas-
urer of Library Funds in Octo-
ber, 1911.)
Deposited in Suffolk Savings Bank,
Boston.
Income when accrued to be paid into
Town Treasury, to be applied on
interest on note held by Treas-
urer of Library Funds.
CHESTER B. WILLIAMS, Chairman.
WALTER B. HENDERSON, Treasurer.
JOHN CONNELLY, Secretary.
Wayland, March 1, 1912.
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Report of Surveyor of Highways
Waylaxd, Feb. 29, 1912.
The amount appropriated for highways, bridges, and
railing the past year was twenty-three hundred dollars ($2,300).
The excise tax was seven hundred and seventy-one dollars and
ten cents ($771.10). There was also a balance from previous
year of fifty dollars and two cents ($50.02). I also received
twelve dollars and ninety cents ($12.90) for gravel. Making
a total of three thousand one hundred and thirty-four dollars
and two cents ($3,134.02).
The total amount expended the past year was three
thousand one hundred and thirty-six dollars and fifty-four
cents (83,136 . 54), overdrawing the account two dollars andfifty-
two cents ($2.52).
Contingent Account
The snow bills for the year amount to one hundred and two
dollars and sixty-five cents ($102 . 65 . Itemized bills for above
amounts are on file in the selectmen's office.
Special appropriation for sidewalk on Pond street one hun-
dred and fifty dollars ($150), of this amount one hundred and
twenty-three dollars and eighty-six cents ($123.86), was spent
leaving a balance of twenty-six dollars and fourteen cents
($26.14).
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Highway Pay Roll
MEN- HORSES RECEIVED
DATS HOURS DATS HOURS P \TM ENT
85 118 boo/ . oO
T T II, , . - 10? 4 153 11" "A44o . oO
r. J\OLA>» 4 1 I . oO
M. F. Beckley 1 2 . 00
1. X. ALA1XARD 25 bl . 2o
W. S. LOYELL . 33 5 49 7 142 . Oo
JL. ii,. .Baldwin 13 26 C " f\f\DO . 00
P. Jexxixgs 29 oh . 00
.L. _L.AGA>. 20 4 41 . 00
J. Kaxd 21 42
. 00
F. Moore 3 4 < . 00
J. I. Brydex 4 4 14
. 00
F. Dayidsox 14 4 29 72
. 50
J. M. L L RTIZS . 3 6 15 .00
J. MALLOY 15 4 31 . 00
M. Ml'rphy 18 36 . 00
J. Bailei 11 4 23.00
E. RODGERS 15 30.00
1. J. JJO^El 2 2 7 . 00
1. b. DlCEEl 3 6.00
L. \\ . r AIRBANK 100 " 2 151 427 . 54
G. RlCHARDSOX 1 3. 12
J. MORRISSEY . 15 30.00
T. B. Hawes . 62 4 125.00
H. Xeal . 8 16.00
F. P. Haxxox 24 48.00
L. Champigxi . 3 6.00
G. Jessup 23 5 47 . 75
W. Layyrexce . 26 i 53 6 134.37
F. R. Thomas . 16 32 80.00
C. C. Ward . 10 1 20.25
E. Groyer 42 i 85 . 75
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W. Marsh
C. Gay .
R. Carroll
I. Damon
W. Jessup
W. Morrissey
N. Tatrault
P. Garvey
A. Sheltry
J. Ploss .
M. Jangras
MEN
DATS HOURS
15 5
30 6
9
11 6
18
4
7
4
2
1
HORSES
DAYS HOURS
23
2
M. W. Hynes, 636 loads of gravel <§ 10c
J. J. Rowan 12 loads of gravel (a 10c
W. S. Loyell, as per bill
Geo. J. Barker Lumber Co.
Ames Plow Co.
B. & M. R. R. .
Robeson* & Jones
M. W. Hynes .
Puritan Iron Works
T. W. Frost
W. Stearns
H. C. Haynes
J. McKay
Union Lumber Co.
C. Harrington
W. Wight
G. A. Foote
RECEIVED
PAYMENT
31.25
61.63
18.00
58 . 75
36 . 00
8.00
14.00
28.80
8.00
4.00
2.50
63.60
1.20
21.77
69.31
20.89
1 . 25
1
. 38
2 . 40
14.00
8 . 50
6.50
1.48
9 . 55
63 . 47
6.00
5
.
00
29.90
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Contingent Account, Snow Bills
C. W. Fairbanks $75.15
W. S. Lovell . . . . . 14.75
T. J. Dowey 2.00
F. Moore .50
P. Nolan 5.00
J. I. Bryden . . . . . . . 5.25
$102.65
MICHAEL W. HYNES.
Town of Wayland
Report of Commissioners of The Way-
land Water Works Sinking Fund
Feb. 28, 1912:
Cash deposited in Natick Savings Bank . . $2,169.51
Interest on above to November, 1911 .
. 1,160.50
Cash deposited in West Newton Savings Bank . 1,000.00
Interest on above to January, 1912 . . 248.02
Cash deposited in Waltham Trust Co. . . 1,093 . 91
Interest on above to Jan. 1,1912 . . 175.11
Cash deposited in Home Savings Bank, Boston . 1,000 . 00
Interest on above to October, 1911 . 261.94
Cash deposited in Wildey Savings Bank, Boston 116.71
Interest on above to November, 1911 . . 214.74
Cash deposited in Watertown Savings Bank . 1,000.00
Interest on above to October, 1911 . . 565.64
Cash deposited in Union Institute of Savings, Boston 337 . 07
Interest on above to November, 1911 . . 16.83
Cash deposited in Waltham Savings Bank . 1,000 . 00
Interest on above to October, 1911 . . 192.06
$10,552.04
Com'rs of Wayland Water I ( HAS. S. WRIGHT.
Works Sinking Fund ) CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS.
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Water Commissioners, Report
In accordance with a vote of the Town at the last Town
meeting, a two-inch pipe was laid on Old Connecticut path,
between the residences of J. F. Dwight and George Fish.
This work was let out at contract to the lowest bidders,
Phylis & Bigwood, under inspection of the Superintendent.
Material and work was entirely satisfactory.
The financial condition of the Water Works was never so
good as now. There are funds enough in the Sinking Fund to
take care of all the Water Bonds, which come due in 1913.
Writh the balance now in the treasury to meet the water
note of $500, due this year, we are practically free from debt.
The past year has been the greatest test on our water
supply, owing to the extreme dry weather. Many reservoirs
in the state went dry. The timely co-operation of the water
takers here saved our supply from giving out.
In the near future something should be done to store more
of the water for the dry season, as there are great quantities
of water flowing over the waste way in the winter.
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Report of the Superintendent of the
Wayland Water Works
In the past year I have repaired four defective tire hydrants
and replaced a number of old and broken service and gate boxes,
have purchased more tools and have more fittings now on hand
than any time during the three years I have served as superin-
tendent; have cleaned up around the reservoir and brook to
Rice's spring.
Considerable extra work and expense was caused by fifteen
service pipes freezing in the streets.
By deducting the amount collected for repairs, pipe, and
fittings from the maintenance account, the actual cost of
maintenance will be obtained.
MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT
April 3. C. W. Fairbanks, labor ^ith team . $2.08
C. A. Roak, labor with team . 1 .95
W. M. Todd, fittings .... .59
J. H. Whitehead, labor, 5 hours 1.40
J. H. Whitehead, labor on service pipes
1 day, 4 hours . . . . 3.36
May 4. Chadwick Boston Lead Co., lead pipe 6.26
Ector Davieau, use of team . . 1 . 00
Natick N ational Bank, safety vault 5 . 00
Allie George, labor, 4 days . . 8 . 00
Henry Tyrrell, labor, 5 hours . . 1 . 25
J. H. Whitehead, labor, 3 days, 1 hour 8.75
Allie George, labor on service, 2 hours . 50
Henry Tyrrell, labor on service, 1 day.
3 hours . . . . 2 . 75
J. H. Whitehead, labor on service, 4 days
2J hours 12 .07
June 5. Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and fittings 31.72
SO
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George A. Leach, stamped envelopes $10.62
Hobbs & Warren, cash book . 7 . 50
Framingham Water Dept., valve and
curb box . . . . . 5 . 50
Fitz & Barker, fittings . . 3.13
Howe & Co., express charges . . 1.45
J. H. Whitehead, freight charges . .63
J. H. Whitehead, labor, 5 days, 7 hours 16.40
Allie George, labor, 2 days, 2\ hours 4 . 62
Joseph Perodeau, labor, 1 day, 6| hours 3 . 56
J. H. Whitehead, labor on service, 8 days 22 . 22
Allie George, labor on service, 2 days,
1 1 hours 4.38
July 3. Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and fittings . 54.12
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., fittings and
supplies
. . . . . 58.42
The Suburban Press, printing . . 5 . 25
F. Webb Mfg. Co., jet head tap . .67
C. A. Roak, labor with team . 2.58
John O'Rourke, labor, 1 day . . 2.00
Joseph Perodeau, labor, 4 days, 5J hours 9 . 37
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor, 6 days, 5 hours 18 . 50
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor or service,
Hi 3 days, 3 hours . . . 9 . 39
Joseph Perodeau, labor on service, 2
days, 6 hours . . . . 5 . 50
Aug. 14. JR. D. Wood & Co., hydrant . . 27.00
Walworth Mfg. Co., pieces for service
J- boxes 1.20
Fiske & Co., tape and fittings . . 2.98
Howe & Co., express charges . . 2.25
Frank Thomas, watering trough . .50
James Whitehead, freight on hydrant . . 85
A. W. Scott, labor, 2\ hours . .62
Patrick McGuire, labor, 4| hours . 1.13
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Joseph Perodeau, labor, 5 days, 3 hours $10 . 75
Jas. Whitehead, labor, 5 days, 5J hours 15.82
A. W. Scott, labor on service 5j hours 1 . 38
Patrick McGuire, labor on service,
3| hours .87
Joseph Perodeau, labor on service, 1
day, 5 hours . . . . 3 . 25
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor on service, 7
days, 7 hours . . . . 21.98
Sept. 11. Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and fittings . 13.82
Fittz & Barker, fittings for watering
trough . . . . . 3.34
The Suburban Press, printing notices 1 . 50
C. A. Roak, labor with team . . 2.83
A. W. Scott, labor, 1 day, 2J hours . 2 . 63
Joseph Perodeau, labor, 1 day, 5 hours 3 . 25
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor, 3 days, 4J
hours . . . . . 9.92
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor on service, 4
days, 5 hours . . . . 12 .93
Joseph Perodeau, labor on service, 5
hours . . . . . . 1 . 25
A. W. Scott, labor on service, 2 days, 4
hours . . . . . . 5.00
Oct. 2. T. B. Hawes, moving brush, 15 days . 30.00
James C. McKay, labor and materials . 10.95
N. Perodeau, paint and shovel . . .78
Joseph Perodeau, labor, 9 days, 2J
hours . . . . . 18.63
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor, 10 days, 2
hours . . . . . . 28.55
E. B. Hawes, labor, 1 day, 4 hours 3.00
N apoleon Tatro, labor, 6 hours . 1 . 50
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor on service,
1 day, 4 hours . . . 4.17
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Nov. 6. Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and fittings $32 . 38
C. A. Roak, man and team . . 2.86
C. W. Fairbanks, man and team . 2 .83
J. C. Massie, labor . . 1.41
Chester Dusseault, labor, 4J hours . 1.13
Ira Ritz, labor, 1 day . . 2 . 00
Joseph Perodeau, labor, 7 days, 7J
hours . . . . . 15.82
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor, 6 days, 4 hours 18 . 05
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor on service,
5 days, 3 hours 14 .94
Ira Ritz, labor on service, 2 days, 5|
hours . . . . . . 5.38
Joseph Perodeau, labor on service, 2
days, 6 hours . . . . 5 . 50
Dec. 4. Walworth Mfg. Co., valve and service
boxes . . . . 5.97
W. M. Todd & Co., bibbs . 1 .88
Fittz & Barker, fittings ... 47
Howe & Co., express charges
. .75
W. C. Neal, carting gravel ... .50
Joseph Perodeau, labor, 2 days, 6
hours .
. . . 5.49?
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor on service, 4
days, 1 hour . . . . 11
. 37
Jan. 1. C. A. Bogrex, labor and material . 1.37
Howe & Co., express charges . . .60
Joseph Perodeau, labor, 4\ hours . 1.13
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor, 7 hours 2 . 45
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor on service,
2 days, 7 hours . 8 . 00
Joseph Perodeau, labor on service, 3
hours ...... .75
Feb. 10. Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and fittings 15.76
C S. Williams, telephone charges, car
fare, tools . . . . . 2.81
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C. A. Bogren, labor $.60
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor on service, 8
days 22.13
Feb. 28. Walworth Mfg. Co., fittings 7.17
Chadwick Boston Lead Co., tin thaw-
ing tube 4.80
Fittz & Barker, fittings 3.37
Howe & Co., express charges . . .55
G. F. Marston, lantern, tape, and oil .83
L. A. Brown, engine, man, and team 100 . 00
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor, thawing
pipes, 126 hours . 44 .00
Geo. W. Phylis, labor, thawing pipes,
96 hours . . \ 24.00
Chas. Dusseallt, labor, thawing pipes,
68 hours 17 .00
Walter Bigwood, labor, thawing pipes,
61 J hours 15.37
Joseph Perodeau, labor, thawing pipes
33| hours 8 . 37
Ernest Newton, labor, thawing pipes,
1 day 2.00
Albert Cheltra, labor, thawing pipes,
6 hours . . . 1 . 50
Walter Bigwood, carfare to Boston . 62
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor on service,
6 days, 3 hours . . . 17.80
Geo. W. Phylis, labor on service, 2 days
3 hours . . . . . 4 . 75
Chas. Dusseallt, labor on service, 1
day 2.00
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Aldei Gladu, labor on service, 1 day,
5 hours $3.25
Total $1,028.58
Cash receipts for repairs, pipe and fittings $346 . 23
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES H. WHITEHEAD,
Superintendent.
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Clerk's Report
Account with Town Treasurer
Dr.
1911
Feb. 27. Balance,
April 15. To cash, water rates, repairs, and ect
July 3. "
July 27. 44
Sept. 5.
"
Oct. 3. "
Oct. 28.
"
1912
Jan. 1
"
Jan. 30.
"
Feb. 28. "
$73 . 65
324.63
396.69
384.99
374.85
313.58
865.41
168.80
315.73
322.73
$3,541.06
( ash Received from Superintendent
1911
April 3. Service pipe repairs and fittings, $10.13
June 5. " " 44 " " 16.18
July 3. " " " " 44 33.49
Aug. 14. 44 " " " " 56.85
Sept. 11. " " "
44 44 19.58
Oct. 2.
44 44 44 44 44 33 . 41
Nov. 6. 44 44 44 44 44 10 . 92
Dec. 4.
44 44 44 44 44 34.88
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1912
Jan 1. $47.73
Feb. 5. 50.97
Feb. 28. 32.09
$346 . 23
Cr.
1911
April 3. Order No. 1. Sinking Fund account $73.65
April 3. " 2. Maintenance 9.38
May 4. " 3. 12.26
May 15. « 4 33.32
June 5. " 5. 111.73
July 3. " 9. 165.80
Aug. 14. " 10. 90.58
Sept. 11. " 11. 56.47
Oct. 2. " 12. 97.58
Nov. 6. " 13. 102.30
Dec. 4. " 14. 36.18
1912
Jan. 1. " 15. 14.30
Feb. 5. " 16. 41.30
Feb. 28. " 17. 257.38
Feb. 28. " 18. Charles S. Wright, salary 20.00
Feb. 28. " 19. Henry G. Dudley, salary 20.00
Feb. 28. " 20. Clarence S. Williams, sal. 20.00
Feb. 28. " 20. Clarence S. Williams, sal. cl'k 32
. 50
Feb. 28. " 20. Clarence S. Williams, sal. col. 100 . 00
Feb. 28. " 21. James H. Whitehead, supt. 200.00
Interest on water bonds 480.00
Water note 1,000.00
Balance 566.33
$3,541.06
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Special appropriation for laying pipe on
Old Connecticut Path, $500.00
1911
June 5. Order No. 6. Phylis & Bigwood, contract $230.00
July 3. " 7. Phylis & Bigwood, contract 254 . 93
July 3. " " 8. Framingham Eve. News, ad. 2.50
Natick Review ad. 2 . 50
W. R. Bigelow Legal serv. 5 . 00
Balance 5 . 07
$500 . 00
CHARLES S. WRIGHT,
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS, Clerk
Water Commissioners.
Feb. 28, 1912.
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Report of the Fire Engineers
We herewith submit for your approval the following
annual report of the Wayland Fire Department for the year
ending Feb. 29, 1912.
Respectfully submitted,
Board of Engineers:
W. M. FULLICK,
S. H. McKENNA,
W. S. LOVELL,
H. E. BURKE, Clerk.
Annual Report of
Wayland Fire Department
Cochituate Department
Balance brought forward from last year $74 . 48
Appropriation .... 800.00
Sale of copper .... 2 . 22
Sale of copper .... 5.50
1911
March. J. B. Moyse, straps and leathering $1 . 85
James M cKay, two iron seats for
chemicals . . . . 5 .75
Robinson & Jones, coal . . 15 . 50
Gamewell, F. A. Co., coppers
and zincs . . . . 16 . 20
Edison III. Co., lights . . 2.30
W. H. Metcalf, sawdust .70
J. E. DeWitt, record book .65
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April. Pay roll, wood fire . . . $24.00
Pay roll, salaries of firemen, end-
ing May 1 .... 370.19
G. B. Fiske, team . . . 2.00
Pay roll, wood fires . . . 50 . 75
Frank Thomas, services . . 4.00
A. A. Norris, salary . . 10.00
John Woodworth, salary . 10.00
E. J. Cormier, salary . . 10.00
P. D. Gorman, salary, steward . 24.00
John Maloney, salary, supt. of
fire alarm . . 25 . 00
Edison III, Co., lights . 3.70
Methodist Episc opal Church,
use of tower . 50.00
Pay roll, wood fire . 9 . 50
Albert Lyons, services . 2.00
May. H. E. Burke, express charge on
soda . . . .50
Walter S. Bigwood, team . 1 . 00
J. F. Burke, labor and supplies 3 . 43
Pettingell-Andrews Co., zincs,
coppers, frt. . . . 56.76
J. Russell-Marble Co., bicar-
bonate of soda . . . 3 . 92
Howes Express Co., freight . .30
C. W. Fairbanks, pumping cess-
pool . 1.00
Robinson & Jones, supplies . 2.50
Edison III. Co., lights . . 4.30
July Wayland Water Works . 2.00
Pay roll, wood fires . . 43.00
J. O. Dean, supplies . . .40
Sept. Edison III. Co., lights . . 4.30
T. J. Dooling, repairs to fire
alarm system . . . 5.00
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Oct. G. W. Marston, supplies . . $3.18
Robinson & Jones (wood) 1 . 00
Nov. Edison III. Co., lights . . 1 . 80
Dec. Wetmore & Savage Co., zincs
and coppers . . . 15 . 36
Henry Tyrill (Labor) 4.05
1912
Jan. Wayland Water Works . 2.00
Edison III. Co., lights . . 4.90
W. M. Fullick, labor and sup-
plies . . . 1.93
J. O. Dean, supplies . . .55
Feb. Robinson & Jones, coal andwood 36 . 50
Wetmore & Savage Co., blue
vitriol and frt. . . . 18.90
Mitchel Mfg. Co., badges . 16.95
W. M. Fullick, labor and sup-
plies . . . 6.20
$879.82 $882.20
WAYLAND COMBINATION, No. 1
Balance brought forward from last year $112.45
Appropriation ..... 100.00
1911
April W. S. Lovell, salary . . $10.00
Pay roll, wood fire
. . 6 . 00
Weston Elec. Light Co. . 3.00
Dolor Cormier, services as
janitor
. . . . 12.00
J. E. Mahoney, stamps, station-
ery, etc 6 . 00
Pay roll, wood fires, supplies 102.99
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Americ an La France Co., sup-
plies . . . $7.20
W. S. Lovell, supplies 4 .15
July Weston Elec. Light Co. ,'5.00
Pay roll, wood fires . 32 . .50
Oct. Weston Elec. Light Co. . 3 . 75
1912
Jan. Weston Elec. Light Co. . 3.00
Feb. A. W. Atwood, coal . 15.75
$209.34 $212.45
Cochituate Department
Balance brought forward 874 . 48
Appropriation .... 800.00
Sale of copper . . . . 7.72 $882.20
Expenditures during year . . 879 .82
Balance $2.38
Wayland Combination No. 1
Balance brought forward . $112.45
Appropriation . . . 100 . 00 $212 . 45
Expenditures .... 209.34
Balance .... $3.11
Number of Alarms Answered by the Cochituate Depart-
ment
1911
April 2. Pushbutton Xo. 7, at engine house, for wood fire on
the Shaw estate.
Fire Department
April 17. Pushbutton No. 7, at engine house, for wood fire
on Granville Loker estate.
April 25. Pushbutton No. 7, at engine house, for wood fire
on C. B. Williams estate.
April 30. Box 34, Dudley Camp, total loss. Cause unknown.
May 25. Wood fire, Reeves's Hill. General alarm.
July 4. Wood fire in city pasture. General alarm.
July 22. Wood fire, Griffin's Isle. General alarm.
July 22. Wood fire on Shaw's and Reeve's estates.
Nov 23. Box 24, James O. Dean's grocery store. Slight loss.
Dec. 17. N. Perodeau, house box 25. Slight Loss.
Number of Alarms Answered by the Wayland Combina-
tion No. 1
1911
April 24. Wood fire near Tower Hill. General alarm.
April 27. Smiley Grass and wood fire. General alarm.
April 27. H. W. Drew's woods. Still alarm.
April 27. Smiley's wood fire. Still alarm.
April 28. J. J Rowan's house and barn. General alarm.
April 28. Smiley's woods. Still alarm.
April 29. Pelham road, grass fire. Still alarm.
May 3. Adam's woods, Tower Hill. Still alarm.
May 4. C. A. Cutting, chimney fire. General alarm.
May 6. Peni Brook Road, grass fire. Still alarm.
May 10. Call to South Sudbury, wood fire. Still alarm.
May 11. River meadow. Still alarm.
May 12. Morse's woods. Still alarm.
May 13. River meadow. Still alarm.
May 13. Reeve's Hill, wood fire. General alarm.
May 19. T. S. Sherman, wood fire. Still alarm.
May 30. E. T. Green's barn. General alarm.
July 15. Tower Hill, wood fire. Still alarm.
July 15. A. W. Atwood's coal shed. Still alarm.
July 16. Tower Hill wood fire. Still alarm.
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July 22. F. Shaw's wood fire. Still alarm.
Oct. 14. Glover's woods. Still alarm.
Dec. 14. Boston & Maine R. R., bridge. Still alarm.
1912
Jan. 14. Boston & Maine water tank. General alarm.
Jan. 15. Ruins of Boston & Main water tank. Still alarm.
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Forest Warden's Report
There were more forest and grass fires last year than usual,
owing to the very dry season. The direct cause in many cases
is unknown, some of them, however, are csuaed by sparks
from locomotives, careless smokers, and brush fires getting
a way from the parties tending them.
There were two fires in Mr. Reeve's and Shaw's woods
that were hard to extinguish, and they caused considerable
damage, burning down to the roots of the trees.
A wagon, specially equipped to fight forest fires should be
procured and kept ready at Wayland. The State Forester
has a model of such a wagon, and recommends its use. We have
not proper equipment to fight a large fire, such as visited Sud-
bury last summer.
For list of fires see Engineer's Report.
There are some changes and modifications in the forest
laws, read the posted copies carefully.
There were fourteen permits issued to build fires.
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS,
Forest Warden.
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Inspector of Animals
Board of Selectmen
:
Gextlemex: I hereby submit the following report as
inspector of animals for the past year.
Since the last fall inspection some four head of cattle
affected with tuberculosis have been quarantined, killed, and
carcasses properly disposed of. (Rendered or buried.)
No cases of glanders in horses or rabies in dogs have oc-
curred in the past year. The general spring inspection of
animals is now on.
Respectfully submitted,
THOS. BRYANT, V. S.,
Inspector.
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Overseers of the Poor
Wayland, Mass., March 1, 1912
The overseers of the poor during the past year visited their
charges as required by law, both at Worcester and outside and
submit the following report:
At Franciscan Home, Worcester, Mass., for board of
Clair Anderson, age 81 . . . $229.36
Francis Webber, age 70 . . . 148.64
Narcissus Letour (died Dec. 6, 1911) 50 . 95
Having settlement in Wayland and residing there:
Mrs. Cormier:
Rent
Milk
$61.00
15.82
Mrs. William Sullivan:
Groceries
Coal and Wood
115.87
20.26
35.42
33.96
13.68
45.00
Clothing-
Provisions
Milk .
Rent
Louis Chenite:
Town of Natick
Dr. Sparks .
$5.50
5.00
Mrs. Wilfred Celorier:
Town of Framingham for board of
children..... 92 . 00
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Arthur J. Moreau
Burial services $7.65
Michael Divine:
Burial services, to A. S. Moorse 4.00
Louis Benoit Family:
City of Springfield
State Poor Department .
Mary Lizotte:
For board and care of Fred
Blood
Salaries ....
Expenses....
Balance 1st, 1911
Appropriation
Salaries ....
Returns from Town of Southboro
Returns from state
$84.58
11.00
55.10
130.00
16.21
$1,181.00
$324.15
500.00
130.00
167.75
15.00
$1,136.90
Total expense
Appropriations, etc.
Overdraft
11,181.00
1,136.90
Respectfully submitted.
$44.10
CHARLES A. BENSON, Chairman.
T. W. FROST.
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Cemetery Commissioners' Report
The appropriation made by the Town for the care of its
cemeteries has been judiciously expended. Another unusually
hot and dry summer had its effect on the grass, especially newly
seeded lots, but the general appearance of the cemeteries is
fairly good. Some much needed repairs on gutters and drains
have been made in Lake View Cemetery, also repairs on
receiving tomb.
Since our last annual report a gift of $100 has been re-
ceived for a fund income from same for perpetual care of lot,
making thirteen funds for this purpose, amounting to $1,950.
Appended is statement showing balances held subject to
order of the commissioners, Feb. 29, 1912.
General Cemetery Account
1911
Mar. 1 Balance $280.97
Sale of lots in Lake View Cem-
etery 60.00
20.00Sale of lots in North ( "emetery
Sale of wood in North and
Center Cemeteries 3.00
$363 . 9?
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Repairs on water pipes in
Lake View Cemetery,
paving gutters, repairing
drain and water channel $7.58
Repairs on tomb in Lake
View Cemetery . . 01.20
Trimming trees in Lake Mew
Cemetery . 7.00
Trimming trees in North
Cemetery . . . 30.00 105.78
1911
Mar. 1. Balance .... $10.07
Mar. 10. Appropriation . 150.00
Balance . $258.19
Lake View Cemetery
$160.07
Expended . . 149.74
Balance .... $10.33
North and Center Cemeteries
1911
Mar. 1. Balance . . . . $7.00
Mar. 29. Appropriation . 150.00 $157 00
Expended .... 134.49
Balance .... $22.51
100
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Bd.]<inc6
March 1, 1911 Income Expended March 1,
.Parsons r unci $30 . 8o $10 00 $2 . 00 $38
.
So
Ann M. Lovejoy Fund i ± on 10 00 i 'i \alo . OU 1U . OU
E. L. Moore Fund . 24.60 1° 12 2 . 00 34 . 72
Dwight B. Heard Fund . 3.20 4 04 2.00 5.24
Jackson Fund 7.20 4 04 2.00 9.24
W. S. Draper Fund .20 4 04 2.00 2.24
Henry Reeves Fund 2.12 4 04 2.00 4.16
Calvin Rice Fund . 4 04 2.00 2.04
Roby Fund 9.16 16 16 2.00 23.32
Ambrose M. Page Fund . 1.00 2 02 2.00 1.02
E. Russell Frost Fund 1.00 4 04 5.04
Lurinda B. Thomas Fund 1.00 4 04 5 . 04
Josiah M. Russell Fund . 1 00 1.00
Respectfully subbmitted,
ANDREW S. MORSE, Chairman.
C. C. WARD,
WALLACE S. DRAPER, Clerk.
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Report of Superintendent Gypsy and
Brown-tail Moths
In making my report I wish to state that the moths, both
gypsy and brown tail, show a great improvement. We have
the wilt disease working in several woodlots, and the fungus
is spreading among the brown-tail specie, so that 50 per cent
of them are now dead in the nests.
D. J. GRAHAM,
Local Superintendent.
Schedule of Bills
March, 1911
Lyman C. Baldwin:
Storage of sprays ...... $10.00
J. W. Hall:
Repairs on straps . . . . . $ .65
1 dozen climbing straps . . . . . .'5.60
$4 . 25
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April, 1911
Stephen B. Church:
Outside cover for muffler . . . . $2.00
Bolts for same . .20
Bronze box for sprayer . . . . 5 . 00
$7.20
L. H. McMantts:
Repairs and gasoline . . . . . 1 . 30
April, 1911
D. J. Graham:
Window cord
Ex-bill
Springs
Telephone
Spring
Car fare to Natick
Freight bill .
Telephone
Car fare to Natick
Pole
Spring .
Car fare to Natick
Care fare to Boston
Express bill .
Express bill .
Telephone
Telephone
Express bill .
$5 . 04
.2,
.2"
L
.1.
.2-
.3,
.1,
.2-
.1.
lo
.24
.62
.20
.70
lo
.15
.70
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June. 1911
E. AY. Small:
Strainer Box .
A. W. Atwood:
Teaming
D. J. Graham:
Express bill .
Fare to Weston
Fare to Natick
Express bill .
Car fare to Boston
Freight bill .
Telephone
2 locks .
50 ft. rope
Tacks
Dipper
Express bill
Telephone
Telephone
Car fare to Natick
Telephone
C. W. Fairbanks:
Horses for sprayer .
L. H. McManus:
Gasoline
Thomas Bryant:
Horse hire
$3 . 01
6 . 75
.40
.14
.24
2.60
.62
.28
.25
.50
.20
.05
.20
.35
.15
.15
.24
.15
$6.52
$150.00
18.25
27.50
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July, 1911
Frank Davidson:
Horses for sprayer .
J. Wesley Jones:
Horses for state sprayer .
October, 1911
Thomas Bryant:
Horse hire $10.50
Review Printing Co.:
Envelopes and notices . . . . . 9 . 25
D. J. Graham:
Repairs on nozzle ...... .35
Sandpaper . . . . . .10
Car fare to Natick ..... .24
Envelopes ....... .20
Lock . . . . . .50
Filing saw ....... .25
Car fare to Natick . . ... . .24
Freight bill .35
Car fare to Natick ..... .24
Paint brush .20
Car frae to Natick ..... .24
Freight bill .25
Stamps for notices . . . . . 5 . 00
Freight bill .30
Filing saws ....... .50
^Yhetstone .10
$9.06
$7.50
70 40
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February, 1912
D. J. Graham:
Telephone . . $ . 15
Rope ....... .25
Tape .10
Car fare to Natick ..... .24
Car fare to Boston ..... .62
Telephone ....... .15
Express bill .20
Freight bill .35
Springs ........ .25
Screwdriver . . . . .10
Freight bill . . ... . . .25
Car fare to Natick ..... .24
Express bill .20
Bottle ink .10
50 ft. window cord ..... .60
Car fare to Natick ..... .24
Car fare to Boston ..... .62
File .20
$4.86
L. E. Baldwin:
Storage of sprayer...... $10.00
Received from state store house:
Supplies 984 . 24
Total schedule of bills .... $1,345.63
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Pay Roll
From March 1, 1911, to Feb. 29, 1912
D. J. Graham $758.10
John Corcoran ...... 528.00
William Sanderson ..... 546.75
Thomas Magorty ...... 518.75
Help for State Sprayer . .... 143.20
Neal Foley 168.32
YYilford Lamerine . .
. 195.54
Clement Bond 160.00
Harry Keen 18.00
Robert Banna ...... 172.50
Pay roll, total $3,209.16
Schedule of bills, total $1,345 . 63
DANIEL J. GRAHAM,
Local Superintendent.
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Report of Sealer of Weights and
Measures
Adjusted Sealed Cond.
Platform scales (cap. over 5,000 lbs.) 3
Platform scales (cap. under 5,000 lbs.) 17
Computing scales .... 6
Slot weighing scales .... 2
All other scales ..... 1 39
Weights . . . . . 10 130
Dry measures ..... 44
Liquid measures (other than milk jars) 50
Milk jars . 51
Linear measures . . . . None
Cloth or other measuring machines 4
Oil and molasses pumps 6
Total 20 352
Fees collected and paid Treasurer, $22.17.
EDWARD F. LEMOIXE,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
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Report of Library Trustees
The annual report of the Librarian to the Trustees, and the
list of books added to the library during the year, with their
numbers as catalogued, are herewith submitted.
An unusual expenditure has been necessary this year in
repairs to the ceiling of the main library. The jarring of the
building by passing trains is considered the cause of cracking
and loosening of the plaster, which had been apparent for several
years. This, we trust, is now effectually repaired.
AMOS I. HADLEY, Chairman.
ALFRED W. CUTTING, Secretary.
TRUSTEES:
Amos I. Hadley
Alfred W. Cutting
Johx Connelly
Francis Shaw
axdrew a. xorris
Lester R. Gerald
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To the Trustees of the Public Library
:
The Librarian submits the following report for the year
ending Jan. 31, 1912:
Number of volumes classified
Fiction . . . 4,432
Non-fiction . . 10,097
Total .
Unclassified
Total .
14,529
3,136
17,665
Number purchased
Number presented
Number magazines bound
Circulation for the year:
From main library
From Cochituate branch
Sent to Cochituate branch on cards
Juvenile from main library
Juvenile from Cochituate branch
Total ....
267
19
15
6,276
2,922
378
952
864
11,1
The following periodicals
reading room:
Atlantic Monthly
Bookman
Century
Collier's
Country Life in America
Garden Magazine
^Harper's Monthly
Ladies' Home Journal
are to be regularly found in the
Our Dumb Animals
Review of Reviews
Scribner's Magazine
St. Nicholas
Woman's Home Journal
World's Work
Youth's Companion
Cochituate Enterprise
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Classes of reading b}~ per cent
:
Fiction 72.3 Literature % 3
Philosophy .3 History 3 9
Religion .3 Biography
.
1 3
Sociology .6 General Works . g g
Natural Science .8 Juvenile 14 6
Art 1.4
MARGARET E. WHEELER,
Librarian.
Wayland, Feb. 14, 1912.
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Report of the Treasurer of Wayland
Public Library Funds
For the year ending March 1, 1912
To unexpended balance of income, March 1, 1911 $254 .75
rVn 'iT'i'nrn'nriJition for tlip vpar f^nHino' Ar»nl 11 U cXJJJjI ULX1 Id L1VJ11 1U1 IHC CII.vJ.lllg X1.IJ111 A, liJlZ. 000 00
To one-half dog license money 107 .96
11/ 111 LCI Co L O cllllCO 1/1 cl
J
/V I X U11U 10ou 00
To interest Ella E. Draper Fund 30 .00
To interest Grace Campbell Draper Fund 50 .00
To interest Home Savings Bank (Lydia IV I aria
Child Fund) . . . 2 .00
To interest Suffolk Savings Bank (Ella E. Draper
Fund) 8 . 75
To interest Provident Institution for Savings in
Boston . 10 .83
To interest on deposit Bay State Trust Company,
Boston 2 85
To interest on $3,000 bonds American Telephone
and Telegraph Company, 4\s (Roby bequest) 120. 00
To interest on $1,000 bond, B. & A. R. R.
(Charles S. Draper bequest) 40. 00
To interest on $1,000 bond B. & M. R. R. (Charles
S. Draper bequest) ..... 40. 00
To interest on $1,000 bond, C. B. & Q. R. R.
(Charles S. Draper bequest) 40 00
To interest on $1,000 bond, Delaware & Hudson
R. R. (diaries S. Draper bequest) 40. 00
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To interest on $1,000 bond, Fitchburg R. R.
(Charles S. Draper bequest) . . . $40.00
To amount collected from fines and cards at
Wayland 31.95
$1,749.09
Expended
By Margaret E. Wheeler, Librarian . $3o0 . 00
By Sarah Campbell o . 00
By J. C. Vincent Janitor
By W. B. Clarke & Co., Books i no a ciyy . 4o
By Old Corner Book Store,Books 1U1 . 11
By Old Corner Book Store, Magazines A A f\(\44 . 90
By Pearson & Marsh, Books 15.75
By Macmillan Co., Books 20.00
By L. A. W. Wells Binding 20. 11
By Library Bureau, Sundries
,
15.10
By Hammond Typewriter Co. 5.00
By Weston Electric Light Company . 93.24
By A. W. Atwood, Fuel 114.80
By M M. Fiske, Express 30.38
By J. H. Lee, Sundries 5.62
By M. W. Hynes, Work on grounds 12.50
By M. Shain, Repairs to clock 5.50
By E. W. Small, Repairs to plastering . 258.00
By T. W. Frost, Repairs 7.79
By J. C. Massie, Repairs 6.14
By J. C. Vincent, Repairs 12.50
By cash to Librarian for sundry expenses . 10.28
By balance of income unexpended March 1, 1912 199.92
$1,749.09
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COCHITUATE BRANCH LIBRARY AND
READING ROOM
To unexpended balance of income March 1, 1911 $130.82
To appropriation for the year ending April 1, 1912 700.00
To amount collected from fines and cards . . 10.78
_$841 . 60
By Grace C. Loker, Assistant Librarian . $253.78
By M. M. Fiske, Janitor . . 52.00
By N. R. Gerald, one year's rent to March 1, 1912 144.00
By Old Corner Book Store, Books . . 170.21
By Pearson & Marsh, Books . . . 15 . 75
By W. H. Guild & Co., Magazines . 40.35
By Rose Bindery, Binding 14 . 30
By Library Bureau, Sundries . 6 . 00
By Edison Company, Light . 25 . 06
By Robinson & Jones, Fuel 23.75
By Underwood Furniture Co. . . . 4.50
By C. S. Williams, Sundries . . 4.65
By cash to Assistant Librarian for sundry expenses 2 . 95
By balance of income unexpended March 1, 1912 . 84 . 30
$841.60
The usual March expenses and various liabilities will con-
sume the unexpended balance of income.
FRANCIS SHAW,
Treasurer.
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ACCESSIONS
General Works
050-AT6
050-C33
050-H226
050-L71
050-R32
050-SCR3
016-S01
Atlantic Monthly. Vols. 105-106
Century Magazine. Vols. 79-80
Harper's Monthly Vols. 120-121
Littell's Living Age. Vols. 263-266
Review of Reviews. Vols. 41-42
Scribners Magazine. Vols. 47-48
Guide to Reading in Social Ethics
and allied subjects.
Philosophy
177-B43 How to Live on Twenty-four hours a day.
Arnold Bennett
177-B43H Human Machine. Arnold Bennett
177-B43M Mental Efficiency, Arnold Bennett
Religion
231-M13 Christianity of the Modern Mind.
Samuel McComb
Sociology
335-C15
335-G89C
330-EL9
378-B76G
353-AX4
Christianity and the Social Order.
R. J. Campbell
Co-operative Commonwealth.
Lawrence Gronlund
Elementary Principles of Economics.
"
R. T. Ely and G. R. Wicker
Girls and Education. L. B. R. Briggs
Great Illusion. Norman Angell
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330-Hoo
335-P31
331-R95
335-G29
338-EL9
331-C19
335-G89
339-H97
330-W46
335-EL9S
321-AB2
330-EL9E
331-J36
377-H66
History of Socialism in the United States.
M. Hillquit
Jesus Christ and the Social Question.
Francis G. Peabody
Living Wage. John A. Ryan
Menace of Privilege. Henry George, Jr.
Monopolies and Trusts. Richard T. Ely
One Way Out. William Carleton
Our Destiny. Lawrence Gronlund
Poverty. Robert Hunter
Recent Economic Changes.
David A. Wells
Socialism. Richard T. Ely
Spirit of Democracy. Lyman Abbott
Studies in the Evolution of Industrial
Society. Richard T. Ely
Toilers of the Field. Richard Jeffries
Training of Children in Religion.
George Hodges
Natural Science
533-W58
590-J36F
580-SK3
590-J36R
500-SCH8
590-J36W
575-W15
Aeroplane. Claude Grahame-White
Field and Hedgerow. Richard Jeffries
Myths and Legends of Flowers, Trees,
Fruits, and Plants.
Charles M. Skinner
Red Deer.
Under the Open Sky
Wood Magic.
World of Life.
Richard Jeffries
S. C. Schmucker
Richard Jeffries
Alfred R. Wallace
C13-C83
Useful Arts
Conquest of Nerves J. W. Courtney
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630-P87
641-S09
How to Live in the Country. E. P. Powell
Paper-bag Cookery. Nicolas Soyer
Fine Arts
708-P9^2 Art of the Vienna Galleries. D. C. Preyer
780-B39 Beethoven. H. A. Rudall
799-W58CA Cabin. Stewart E. White
780-M87 Mozart. Dr. F. Gehring
716-EL9F Practical Flower Garden. Helena R. Ely
Literature
814-C45 Abraham Lincoln and Other Addresses.
J. A. Choate
814-C88A Among Friends. S.
811-F795B Back Country Poems.
811-F795D Dreams in Homespun.
824-B43 Literary Taste.
814-J234 Memories and Studies
811-V28P Poems.
824-B44S Silent Isle.
811-F795S Songs of the Average Man.
811-F795SO Songs of War and Peace.
811-F795W
Mc. C. Crothers
Sam W. Foss
Sam W. Foss
Arnold Bennett
William James
Henry Van Dyke
Arthur C. Benson
Sam W. Foss
Sam W. Foss
Whiffs from Wild Meadows. Sam W. Foss
History and Travel
918-Bol
949.3-B66
918.1-D41
917.4-K45
915.4-W89
910-L82
Across South America.
Belgium of the Belgians
Brazil.
Broadway.
Call of the Snowy Hispar.
Fanny B. and William H. Workman
Cruise of the Snark. Jack London
Hiram Bingham
D. Boulger
Pierre Denis
J. B. Kerfoot
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915.0-Jl'-2 From Constantinople to the home of Omar
Khayyam. A. V. W. Williams
945-T72G Garibaldi and the Making of Italy.
G. M. Trevelyan
914 . 3W97 Germans. I. A. R. Wylie
914.8-D22 Home Life in Norway. H. K. Daniels
914'.4-W55 In Chateau Land. Anne H. Wharton
91.5 . 4-F86 India under Curzon and After. Lovat Fraser
917.4-C943 Life of Campestris Ulm. Joseph H. Curtis
973 . 8-F96 Memories of Two Wars.
Frederick Funston
917 . 9-M89 My First Summer in the Sierra.
John Muir
917 .4-C850 Old Boston Days and Ways.
Mary C. Crawford
914 . 5-W67P Plain Towns of Italy. E. R. Williams, Jr.
917.4-C850 Romantic Days in Old Boston.
Mary C. Crawford
914.1-H26 Scottish Life and Character. W.Harvey
915.2-L95 Soul of the Far East. Percival Lowell
918-Co9 South America of To-day. G. Clemenceau
914 . 9-ST4 Spell of Holland. B. E. Stevenson
914 . 5-M38 Spell of Italy. C. A. Mason
915-C69 West in the East. Price Collier
917.9-SH4 Wilderness of the Upper Yukon.
C. Sheldon
Biography
B-AU86 Autobiography of an Elderly Woman.
B-B824W Brownings, Their Life and Art.
Lilian Whiting
B-C314T ( avour, Life and Times of. W. R. Thayer
B-G.597G Cleveland. Grover; a Record of Friendship.
Richard W. Gilder
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B-D.542 Dia?: IVFastpr of IYTpxipo .T Crpplmatii ' 1 ( l / - ^ i.ij.110 V7 1 illL 1 V_ V/ . • V - A V^V.1111tA 1
1
B-EM3.5E FiTiiprsoTi R W .Journals of Vols1 J 1 1 1V 1 o V7 1 1 5 lit iifj UVUlllti o V/X • T UIoj *-/ v/
B-OS74B Enllpr IVTarP'arpt and Ciropthp "P A BrannX ll lVl, ^ T_X 1 1 1 ^(IILL tillVI VJ Uv lllv . X • ill XJL IA ll 1
B-G554C CtopIIiP and His Wnman Eripnds
B-H226 1 1 ( 1 L V > XJlOHvUj J. ill V CC11H O WA •
M 4 DeW Howe
Historipal Addrpss A Wavland Ciittino'
B-H651 Hoar EopnP9'pr nnolrvvonri
M. Storey and E. W. Emerson
B-J132B\ .Taokson \nHrpw 2 vols .T S Rasspttfj nviv.}V7i i « i. i vi i \_/ v» 5 v v/xo • "7 k_7 • 1 7 1 1 . iov . i i
B-J.5.54C .Tpwpft Sarah Ornp Lpftprs offl ly > » Vtlj V.JCI 1 till \7 1 AAV/ « 1IV/ L IVyl i ] VIA •
IVTrs Annip EipldsiUlOi 1 V 1 1 1 1 1V X IV 111.'
B-L823 T>oHp*p \xPor0"P Cflliot Tiifp ofXJV/VXfiiv^ VI V 17 1 y-,v, V/aUULj X711V VI.
920-L52 Loves of the Poets. R. Le Gallienne
B-TA56 T/OWPll .Tosponmp Snaw rmlanthrornpX ->l7 \ \ Cllj fj VJoVJlJXXXXXVv VOXltX \ V y X AllldXX Llll U IJIV^
Work of W R StpwartV T Ul tv VIA • TV. lit IC » (XL L
B-L974S Tiiithpr TYTartin Lifp and TSmps ofJJUUXUl j ill 111 Llll, A Jl 1 V. till VA X XXXXVTo V»X .
Preserved Smith
B-M722 lYTpmorips and Tmnrpssions
-1.VXV7XXXV/X Xv7o tXXXvX X 1 11171 V ~o117 1lo
TTplpna AlodiPSKaX XVI V. 1 1 tl ^tXV7V1 1 V OlVcl
920-C88t7/VV/ V . Oil !V'l piuahpc r»i tnp VV nitp J | rn l c ^»IVACIIIUI ICS v/1 H1C T> llxLC HUUSC.
W. H. Crook
r>-\\ 272M T\ If T l i 1 i*My Larger Education.
Booker T. Washington
B-R346 n nnnps (!ppii .Tohn T,ifp and nTiTTjf1 *! ofxmuucSj v . v v 1 1 o vixxx, x-/nc ciiivx l lines kjl.
% vols. Sir Lewis Michell
B-R894CO Ruskin, Life of. 2 vols. E. T. Cook
B-J351 Story of My Heart. Richard Jeffries
J? IC llO>.
W5845A Adventures of Bobby Orde. S. E. White
M233A Andersons. S. MacNaughtan
B437A Anna of the Five Towns. Arnold Bennett
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C646A Ardent American. Mrs. Russell Codman
M384A At the Villa Rose. A. E. W. Mason
T146 Basset. S. G. Tallentyre
H494B Brazenhead the Great. Maurice Hewlett
R213B Brentons. Anna C. Ray
F236B Broad Highway. Jeffery Farnol
M384B Broken Road. A. E. W. Mason
B437B Buried Alive. Arnold Bennett
W5847 Canon in Residence. V. L. Whitechurch
L635CA Cap'n Warren's Wards. Joseph C. Lincoln
B437C Clayhanger. Arnold Bennett
W215CO Comrades. Mrs. E. S. P. Ward
W5847C Concerning Himself. V. L. Whitechurch
SH96C Country Lawyer. Herny A. Shute
AN26 Courage of the Commonplace.
Mary R. S. Anderson
B437D Denry the Audacious. Arnold Bennett
G865D Down North on the Labrador.
W. T. Grenfell
C648E Elinor's Junior Hop. Grace E. Cody
W554E Ethan Frome. Mrs. Edith Wharton
H2412 Eve's Second Husband. Cora Harris
W157F Flamsted Quarries. Mary E. Waller
B237F Following of the Star. Florence L. Barclay
B437GH Ghost. Arnold Bennett
D371G Girls of Dudley School. Ellen D. Deland
B437G Glimpse. Arnold Bennett
L794G Glory of Clementina. W. J. Locke
W6723G Golden Silence.
C.X. and A. M. Williamson
P254G Golden Web. Anthony Partridge
B437GR Great Man. Arnold Bennett
P8324H Harvester. Mrs. Gene Stratton-Porter
OP.55H Havoc. E. Phillips Oppenheim
B437H Helen with the High Hand.
Arnold Bennett
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B437HI
D372I
C436
B811J
W395J
SM52K
M762K
F952L
B437L
J654LO
W6723LO
V284M
AU25
M134M
W6721
L316MA
F236M
X795
R444MO
G214MG
W157M
B352N
G214N
P2766
C1510
B4370
M5440R
B4430
M693PA
Hilda Lessways. Arnold Bennett
Iron Woman Margaret Deland
Jim Hands. Richard W. Child
John Winterbourn's Family. Alice Brown
Just Patty. Jean Webster
Kennedy Square. F. Hopkinson Smith
Kilmeny of the Orchard.
L. M. Montgomery
Later Pratt Portraits. Anna Fuller
Leonora. Arnold Bennett
Long Roll. Mary Johnston
Lord Loveland Discovers America.
C. N. and A. M. Williamson
Mansion. Henry Van Dyke
Marie-Claire. Marguerite Audoux
Mary Midthorne. G. B. McCutcheon
Married Life of the Frederic Carrolls.
Jesse L. Williams
Master Christopher.
Mrs. Henry de la Pasture
Money Moon. Jeffery Farnol
Mother. Kathleen Norris
Mother Carey's Chickens.
Mrs. Kate D. W. Riggs
My Lady Ludlow.
My Ragpicker.
Ne'er-do-well.
North and South.
Old Dance Master.
Old Ryerson.
Old Wive's Tale.
Mrs. E. C. Gaskell
M. E. Waller
Rex Beach
Mrs. E. C. Gaskell
W. R. Paterson
Walter Camp
Arnold Bennett
Ordeal of Richard Feverel.
Osbornes.
Pandora's Box.
George Meredith
E. F. Benson
J. A. Mitchell
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W478
B275P
OP55P
0R14
K486
SA97
H246Q
G214R
V284S
B935SE
B274SH
AB25S
C614S
H494S
K624ST
R413S
C824T
D354
M832
R256W
W241W
W932W
G214W
L635W
W157Y
People of Popham. Mary C. E. Wemyss
Peter and Wendy. J. M. Barrie
Peter Ruff and the Double Four.
E. Phillips Oppenheim.
Baroness OrczvPetticoat Rule.
Prodigal Judge.
Pursuit.
Queed.
Ruth.
Sad Shepherd.
Secret Garden.
Sheila Vedder.
Vaughan Kester
Frank Saville
Henry S. Harrison
Mrs. E. C. Gaskell
Henry Van Dyke
Mrs. F. H. Burnett
Amelia E. Barr
Mrs. W. K. Clifford
Maurice Hewlett
Rudyard Kipling
Grace S. Richmond
Sick-a-bed Lady and Other Stories.
Eleanor H. Abbott
Sir George's objection.
Song of Renny.
Stalky & Co./
Strawberry Acres.
Those Delightful Americans.
Mrs. S. J. D. Cotes
Unknown Isle. Pierre De Conlevain
Voice in the Rice. Gouverneur Morris
Weaver of Dreams. Myrtle Reed
When Woman Proposes. Anne Warner
Winning of Barbara Worth.
Harold B. Wright
Wives and Daughters. Mrs. E. C. Gaskell
Woman-Haters. Joseph C. Lincoln
Year Out of Life. M. E. Waller
jOT4?A
jD664
Juvenile
Aeroplane at Silver Fox Farm.
James Otis
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.
C. L. Dodgson
Public Library
J-L'oU / i\ At the Home Plate. A. T. Dudley
ipqi a Believing Years. Edmund L. Pearson
1 yj i ± 1 1) Boy Scouts in the Maine Woods.
James Otis
J XT iUOV. Cadet of the Black Star Line. R. D. Paine
iT7T *J.P Camp St. Dunstan. W. L. Eldred
Camping and Scouting. G. B. Grinell
JD^OULV Captain Chub. R. H. Barbour
J IV / -rv)V Captain of the Eleven. A. A. Knipe
\ Y> 01'KP Carey of St. Ursula's. Jane B. Reid
joy-i-Jr oi Carpentry. E. W. Foster
iT^Q4.PTT
J x jyiLIl Champion of the Regiment.
E. T. Tomlinson
A 1 9PJoA.1 ZK. Circle K. Edwin L. Sabin
Dear Little Girl's Summer Holidays.
Amy E. Blanchard
Dick Randall. E. H. Clark
Dorothy Dainty at the Mountains.
Amy Brooks
iP.70J.QTiW Dorothy Dainty's Winter. Amy Brooks
Api 1 (l Dutch Twins. Lucy F. Perkins
joo i- >> Ot) Electricity and Its Everyday Uses.
J. F. Woodhull
jW582EN Enchanted Mountain. E. 0. White
jB236FI Finkler's Field. R. H. Barbour
jD867F Following the Ball. A. T. Dudley
jB236FY For Yardley. R. H. Barbour
jB283 Forest Castaways. F. 0. Barclett
jB236FP Forward Pass. R, H. Barbour
jPl63F Fugitive Freshman. R. D. Paine
jD867FU Full-back Afloat. A. T. Dudley
j630-SH2 Gardening. Ellen E. Shaw
j790-Hl4H Handicraft for Handy Boys. A. Neely Hall
j942-F63 History of England.
C. R. L. Fletcher and Rudyard Kipling
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j749-W24
j640-G42
jD867l
jP613J
j338-P93
jK746
jD867M
jW462MB
jW462MM
jW462MF
jW462-MC
j600-H66
jOT47M
j646-AR2
jOT470
j920-Tl6
j796-M(>l
j630-M61
jR2750
jD867P
jB7943P
jPl63S
jD867S
j533-C69
jSW44S
jM762S
jPl63S
jG422S
jB236T
j808-SIl
jB-H833R
'749-SL2
JP163W
Home Decoration. C. F. Warner
Housekeeping. E. H. Gilman
In the Line. A. T. Dudley
Jester of St. Timothy's. A. S. Pier
Land We Live In. O. W. Price
Last Lap. A. A. Knipe
Making the Nine. A. T. Dudley
Marjorie's Busy Days. Carolyn Wells
Marjorie's May-time. Carolyn Wells
Marjorie's New Friend. Carolyn Wells
Marjorie in Command. Carolyn Wells
Mechanics, Indoor and Out.
F. T. Hodgson
Minute Boys of Philadelphia. James Otis
Needlecraft. E. A. Archer
Old Ben. James Otis
Old World Hero Stories. Eva M. Tappan
Outdoor Sports. C. H. Miller
Outdoor Work. Alary R. Miller
Owls of St. Ursula's. Jane B. Reid
Pecks in Camp. A. T. Dudley
Prue's Merry Times. Amy Brooks
Sandy Sawyer, Sophomore. R. D. Paine
School Four. A. T. Dudley
Second Boys' Book of Model
Aeroplanes. F. A. Collins
Six Little Pennypackers. Sophie Swett
Story Girl
Stroke Oar.
Sultan's Rival.
Team-Mates.
Third Reader.
Two Noble Lives.
Working in Metals.
Wrecking Master.
L. M. Montgomery
Ralph D. Paine
Gilman Bradley
R. H. Barbour
James H. Van Sickle
Laura E. Richards
C. C. SlefTel
R. D. Paine
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jD86?Y Yale Cup. A. T. Dudley
jC7834C Young Crusoes of the Sky. F. L. Coombs
jl70-H99 Young Folks' Library of Vocations. 10 vols.
jP372 Young Gem-hunters. H. Pendexter
jP372T Young Timber-Cruisers. H. Pendexter
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Report of the School Committee
1912
The School Committee calls the attention of the citizens
of Wayland to the report of the superintendent, the principal
of the high school, the supervisor of music, and the supervisor
of drawing and manual training, and asks that each report re-
ceive thoughtful and careful consideration.
The school year as a whole has been agreeable and success-
ful and the teaching force has been of exceptional character.
The work of the pupils has been regularly brought to the
attention of the parents and deficient pupils have been bene-
fited by arousing the interest of the parents in their work.
Primarily the responsibility for the development of children
rests upon parents and it cannot be shifted entirely upon the
corps of teachers.
Watchfulness and sympathetic co-operation of the parents
in the case of each child would soon make our schools unrivalled
in excellence.
Some material proofs of the interest of the people in the
schools are gratefully acknowledged by the school committee.
The Wayside Inn Chapter of The Daughters of the Ameri-
can Revolution has presented two copies of the Declaration of
Independence, one copy to the school in Cochituate, and one
copy to the school in Wayland. These appropriate and valu-
able documents will be of lasting interest to all the pupils of the
schools.
The new schoolhouse in Cochituate has been fortunate in
receiving additions to its comfort and beauty from several
organizations.
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The Cochituate Grange has generously given furniture for
the teachers' rooms.
The Thimble Club has presented a mirror.
The Ladies' Social Union has given a picture for one of the
school rooms.
The Cochituate Whist Club has given a costumer.
The use of the playgrounds by the children of the schools
has been of inestimable benefit to them and the committee
gladly acknowledges its obligation to the Playground Cor-
poration for this great addition to the life of the schools.
The untiring effort of some of our citizens and the unstinted
work of the corps of teachers gave the town a pageant of great
variety and interest, in which all grades of the pupils took
some active part. The graduating exercises of the grammar
school were a part of the afternoon pageant, and the high school
graduation exercises were in the form of a play, given in the
evening on the playground. The entire day was memorable.
The school building at Wayland needs some repairs. The
heating system is bad and should be replaced.
The sanitaries and the disposal of sewage demand imme-
diate attention.
The water system, which was installed in the Wayland
school building last summer, within the amount appropriated
is an unquestioned success. There is an adequate supply of
excellent water and great comfort is added to the daily life of
pupils and teachers who use this building.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK IRVING COOPER,
PHILIP S. IDE,
HARRY E. CARSON.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Committee, Wayland, Mass.
Gentlemen: I take pleasure in submitting to you my
second annual report of the work of the schools of Wayland,
which will be recorded as the fourteenth in the series of similar
reports issued since the town became a part of the present
Supervisory District.
Each month during the year the principal of your high
school has given you a written report of the needs and workings
of his school, and it has been my privilege to report faithfully
each month all that we have attempted, the results, the needs,
the good, and the poor work alike. This information and the
usual reports from the public put you into as close touch with
the work of your schools as you well can be without much per-
sonal visitation. What we have not said by our efforts to the
parents and to you cannot be changed here by any word of
mine. Inasmuch as the schools have given the pupils therein
a high ideal of manliness and womanliness, a love of truth and
accuracy, a wholesome view of the world's great occupations,
and respect for the world's work, and an undying love of coun-
try and loyalty to its emblems, fear and reverence toward God.
so have they served their purpose.
The current year has not been without a demand for a
strong, firm hand with many in ways of discipline. It has been
my purpose to direct this discipline so as to build toward
strength of character and self-control, self-respecting command
of self. We are very grateful to the committee for the advice
and support given in this work. In general, the attitude of the
pupils has been all we can desire from healthy vigorous youths.
There are a few future needs that may well be reviewed and
emphasized in this report.
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The water supply at the Wayland building is a most satis-
factory improvement. The work of improving conditions
should not stop until the sanitaries are entirely furnished with
flushing apparatus. The water supply is ample and the machin-
ery for pumping adequate, while we also have sufficient storage
capacity. If possible to solve the water level problem the step
should be taken this season.
It is no new question to bring before you when the fur-
naces at the Wayland building are mentioned. The ventilation
is very poor in some rooms. Window boards do not solve the
question, and windows cannot always be used with boards
without endangering the health of some of the pupils. The
temperatures cannot be controlled in some of the rooms and
your janitor is powerless, since he cannot close drafts and bank
because of the gases that escape into other rooms. Much
anxiety of parents has been expressed because of foul air and
high temperatures. I feel that all the study and care that can
be given the ventilating of the rooms and the controlling of the
temperatures has been given by your janitor and your teachers,
and the result is far from satisfactory for the comfort of the
children. In accordance with your vote the rooms have been
vacated for a large portion of all recess periods, and the windows
thrown open. There can be but one solution of the problem—
a new heating and ventilating plant, with the exception of the
boiler, which heats the office, halls, and one or two small rooms.
The walls and ceiling of some of the rooms will need re-
dressing the coming summer, and the outside of the building
will soon need painting as a matter of economy. Some little
repairing of seats and desks is needed, and many windows need
new shades.
Now that the Wayland building has been furnished with
electricity for pumping water, it should be fitted for lighting.
It is especially needed on account of the using of the assembly
room and stage so often for entertainments. The Cochituate
building is all ready for the last step before electric lighting
becomes available for necessary purposes.
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Last year the condition of the second primary room at
Wayland was brought to your attention and suggestions were
made that would remedy the need of having three grades and
more than forty children under one teacher. The current year
the fifth grade has been instructed half time under the second
primary teacher and the rest of the time under the intermediate
teacher. This is better than the method pursued heretofore,
and possibly as well as we can do at present. I shall speak of
another possibility in connection with the high school needs.
If the high school membership is not changed to a consider-
able extent the coming year it will become necessary to elimi-
nate German or French, two of the Science Courses, or increase
the number of recitation periods per week, either by lengthening
the day or else by shortening the period. There is another pos-
sible mode of procedure. The Wayland ninth grade could be
placed under the direction of a teacher who should be employed
to give half of her time to high school subjects. This would
relieve the graded rooms and give but two classes to a room.
Such a change would be very helpful to the work below the
high school, and the time of this extra teacher could be utilized
so as to give the subjects that may be stricken from your present
courses. I believe the necessary recommendations can be
provided in the building. There are objections to a length-
ened day that are in large measure justifiable. They arise
from children's needs and not from the teachers' preferences.
With the number now taking the Commercial Course it
seems advisable to recommend the purchasing of another type-
writer, offering a course in penmanship, and to extend the course
by reinstating some of the subjects formerly offered to students
of this department.
The printing call has been large this year on account of the
unusual demand for cards, registration blanks, book file forms,
and other forms for caring for the school supplies, and to assist in
the distribution thereof. Some four years ago a stock was pro-
vided, and the present stock should last for about that length of
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time. A smaller amount would not have cost materially less.
Those things which come most easily to men are most often
held in small esteem. It is true that children do not value their
school privileges as much as when the parents paid more directly
for them. It behooves us all then to do our utmost to impress
upon the young men and young women of the upper grades of
our schools that their school life is of inestimable value to them-
selves and to the world in which they must make their way and
take their place later. It cannot be too often repeated that a
very large percentage of high school pupils cannot do all that
should be done unless one or two subjects be prepared at home.
Those who do not do so hinder the progress of those who do.
Since submitting the last report there have been seven
changes in your corps of teachers, half of the regular teachers,
in spite of the general advance in salaries made for the current
year. Mrs. Mary D. Fullick closed her successful and efficient
thirteen years of service with the good wishes and regrets of
patrons and officers of the schools. Principal Merritt Jenkins,
after serving the Cochituate school for five years efficiently, has
left the teaching profession. Miss Florence M. Rose resigned
during the fall of this year to the regret of all. Three of those
who have left the service did so from other than financial
reasons, and the others could not in all probability have been
retained by an increase in salary, as the positions to which they
have gone offer not only an increase in salary but a professional
advantage and a desirable change either in grade or subjects.
One notable and worthy feature is strongly marked. The
higher minimum and maximum wage brings before you more
experienced, and therefore stronger candidates in the case of a
vacancy. A further general increase may tend to retain your
teachers for longer terms. It will bring more efficient candi-
dates to you for your selection of teachers. Proportionately
your lowest salaried position at this time is the high school
principalship. An increase in the minimum and maximum
salary for this position is an important matter for your con-
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sideration. While we regret the many changes they seem for
the most part unavoidable.
One year ago last September the Cochituate Grange voted
to offer prizes to the pupils making the greatest improvement in
writing during the last school year. Samples of writing from
all pupils were taken in September and again in June. Using
these as a basis, Mr. A. W. Clark, of Boston, awarded prizes
to the following children: First grade, Rose Cormier; second,
Thomas McEnroy; third, Helen O'Brien; fourth, Joseph La
France; fifth, Harriet Hunting; sixth, Howard Barry
;
seventh,
Leland Hollingworth; eighth, Ernest Damon; ninth, Charles
Williams. During the present year we have been giving es-
pecial attention to this subject and the writing is somewhat
better. The mixed state, brought about by frequent changes of
systems, is largely passed.
The current year has been without interruptions thus far
and the percentage of attendance is satisfactory, higher than for
some time. Two rooms have a percentage of attendance of 98,
and three of 97.7. The percentage of attendance for the first
five months of the year is 95. Last year the many interruptions
caused by scarlet and typhoid fever not only lowered the per
cent of attendance, but interfered with the best possible work.
Those who read this report will note the absence of the
School Physician's Report. Since the closing of schools in
June, no one has been authorized to act in this capacity, and so
no report can be forthcoming. Since we have had no severe
difficulties to contend with, all has been well, but should con-
tagion come to your schools again, as during the past year, we
should need a physician's services. The children need the
general examination given yearly heretofore. I urge that the
town provide again for this service.
Instead of the usual form of graduation last June a pageant
of games was given in connection with the opening of the play-
grounds at Wayland. The afternoon program was provided
by the grades and the seniors with the high school chorus gave
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Milton's "Comus," in the evening. All was under the direction
of the Playground Association. To many this was a pleasing
innovation, while others found it less satisfactory.
The unexpected large number of patrons during the after-
noon made the games less pleasing to those most unfortunate in
position on the grounds, and the evening brought forth so many
more auditors than we anticipated that the performance of
"Comus" was less satisfactory to all than Ave had hoped,
although the students met the issue courageously. A portion
of the program only is reprinted with this report.
The usual preparations for graduation are soon to be in
progress.
The playground at Wayland is a great help to those man-
aging the school, and we feel that it is as highly beneficial to the
pupils as those who planned for it deemed it would be. The
grounds at Cochituate are perhaps less valuable to the school
directly, but they are in constant use when schools are not in
session, and so meet a long felt want in this community. The
time will come when supervised play in connection with the
Wayland schools will be a fact, in my opinion. Supervision of
playtime is becoming necessary everywhere that children con-
gregate for any length of time.
A long felt need has been supplied at Cochituate in the
opening of the new building. My lot is cast in pleasant places
the days I am to work therein, and it is a pleasant duty to report
that the building is meeting the needs of school children most
satisfactorily. One or two small matters need attention, but
on the whole we have found the lighting of the rooms, the
arrangement for manipulating the children, the ventilation, and
heating, and the furnishings very satisfactory.
I have also the pleasure of recording here several gifts to
your schools. Wayside Inn Chapter, Daughters of the Ameri-
can Revolution of Wayland and Sudbury gave framed copies
of the Declaration of Independence to both schools last spring.
Cochituate Grange placed in the teachers' room in the Cochi-
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tuate building an art square, table, chairs, and a couch. A
costumer has been given also by the Ladies' Afternoon Whist
Club, and very recently the Thimble Club of Cochituate placed
a very handsome mirror in the same room, while the Ladies'
Social L^nion have presented a large and pleasing picture. In
behalf of all now connected with the school and in behalf of
those who in the future will enjoy these bounties, I extend to the
several donors our most gracious gratitude. These gifts from
this community to the school will be an inspiration to all in the
school to strive to do more for the children of this community
and to give even more generously then heretofore of their time,
interest, energy, and devotion.
In the matter of text-books and other school supplies we
find it difficult to get proper care and economy. The children
and even the members of the high school fail to realize that these
things are costly and should be used with care and economy.
For my part, the free text-book subject offers less anxiety
because of the microbe dangers and the consequent dissemina-
tion of disease germs than it does because of the lessons of waste-
fulness it brings, strive as we may to overcome the difficulty.
"I have spoiled my paper." "Get another, then." How easy
both for teacher and child! "You must use the old sheet or
get along without one." To the last reply we find many objec-
tions from parents, justly, perhaps, but the complications of
economical instruction are none the less. Our children need
lessons of thrift and economy to-day as never before. Too
often do we find the spirit everywhere. The Town pays for it,
never mind.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK H. BENEDICT
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REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF THE HIGH SCHOOL
Supt. Frank H. Benedict:
Dear Sir: The annual report of the Wayland High School
is herewith presented for your consideration. Thus far it has
been my aim to study the general conditions and needs of the
school and to preserve a good and efficient administration rather
than to make or contemplate radical changes. Too frequent
changes in the development of a well-working system without
careful study of conditions past and present become very detri-
mental to that system and particularly confusing and dis-
couraging to the pupil in his high school training.
When I came to the school last September I found all
departments in a very favorable condition for a high school of
its size. The general equipment of the laboratories is good, and
the supplies are ample. However, in these days, when the
demand is being made more and more upon our high school to
give the pupil something which shall make his course worth
while; there must be a certain careful and systematic expendi-
ture upon equipment each year, in order that all departments of
instruction may be kept efficient and give you the proper
returns.
The great value of a high school training to every boy and
girl in the community is becoming more and more evident in
the struggle for success in business as well as in the professions.
For this reason we must see to it that every boy and girl is
encouraged in the attitude that going to school is the wise
course and therefore to avail themselves of all the advantages
it offers. It follows, then, that every high school, if it is per-
forming its proper functions, should give such training as to
turn out a better citizen and one who will have a better chance
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in the world because of such training. At the same time the
high school must still prepare students for college.
In a small community there can usually be but one high
school, and thus the problem becomes somewhat complex.
Although we may arrange two or three different courses of
study to meet the needs of several classes of students, con-
flicting interests cannot be avoided. A limit to the number of
teachers also limits the number of courses and divisions of
courses which a school may offer. In the presenting of cer-
tain courses of study the teacher has to keep in mind the
probability of a few of that class going to college.
In meeting the requirements in such courses, parts of the
subject matter may become uninteresting to other members of
the class who do not see the value of it to themselves. This
may arouse a desire among some to drop certain courses once
started, which if allowed is usually very hurtful to the proper
administration of a school system, but more especially is it
detrimental to the pupil himself in point of training for future
success. In a very few cases it may be wise for a pupil to drop
a course, but that only after careful co-operation and considera-
tion on the part of parents and teachers. The problem of the
modern high school being such, it follows that the school admin-
istration must be thoughtfully and wisely planned.
We are sometimes asked if it is possible for our boys and
girls to prepare for college at our smaller high schools. True it is
that the school must have efficient administration, a conscien-
tious and efficient corps of teachers, well-equipped laboratories,
a good range of text-books, and must put before the pupil a
carefully arranged course of study for his guidance. But,
assuming that we have these, the recommendations for en-
trance to college or into a business position, and the chances of
success in those places will depend very largely, I believe, upon
how the pupil has availed himself of the opportunities given
him and primarily upon the fiber and stuff of which he is made.
Whenever the pupil has decided that he or she will work and
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work hard, with an honest purpose, and will for four years put
school work with its proper and legitimate interests and activ-
ities before everything else, and in all do it willingly and with
intelligent obedience, my answer is that he or she may just as
well get their training at our smaller schools as at larger ones.
A growing tendency of our educational system is that it
asks so much of the schools that there is little responsibility
for the training of the youth left for the home, and so much is
expected of the teachers that there is little left to test the
originality and initiative of the pupil. For the latter tendency
we, as high school teachers, have constantly to be on guard.
It is very important that those pupils who have higher
institutions of learning in view should plan their course of study
so as to meet the requirements and plans early in their high
school career. Many young people, quite rightly, cannot plan
very definitely what they are going to do, but it is also true
that some come to the senior year and then expect to be placed
in college. It is no fault of the school if one or two extra }
T
ears
have then to be taken to finish preparation.
Also, I would emphasize to parents, as I have to pupils,
that something more than the mere passing mark is very
essential for a recommendation to success in business or to
meet college requirements. The better work is done the better
recommendation should follow for a business career. We shall
grant recommendations to try examinations for entrance to
most colleges only when eighty-five per cent has been obtained
in the given subjects.
In view, then, of what I have already said, it is our aim to
try to impress upon the boys and girls the importance of their
school work. During the school term their chief business must
be school work. We may encourage all this within the limits
of school influence, but I would emphasize to the parents the
importance of reduction of outside interests wisely and con-
sistently. We are asked to limit our social affairs in connection
with the school itself, but the good results of it all fall flat if
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not likewise regarded out of school. It is a fact to be lamented
that at times we observe pupils coming to school not only un-
prepared in their daily work but wholly unfit mentally and
physically to do it, because of too many out-of-school influences.
I believe that the pupils are very few who can properly do their
high school work without wholly preparing at least one or two
of their lessons at home.
May I also emphasize to the citizens of Wayland and
especially to the parents that the schools are your schools.
Friendly and helpful criticism is always welcome. Facts con-
cerning any business are best obtainable first hand. I am fully
aware that we are all busy with our own interests, but an occa-
sional visit ought to stimulate the pupils in their work and to
encourage the teachers in the performance of their duties.
In closing, I wish to express my pleasure in the kindly
attitude of the pupils and in the untiring efforts and co-operation
of my assistants and the teachers of the building, and also to
express my thanks for the sympathetic co-operation of the
committee and yourself during this first half of our school year.
Only by real co-operation of all concerned can a school
system be a success.
Respectfully submitted,
W. HERBERT MOORE.
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REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF THE COCHITUATE
GRAMMAR SCHOOL
Mr. F. H. Benedict, Superintendent of Schools, Wayland, Mass.:
Dear Sir: Herewith I present my first annual report for
the Cochituate school.
The total number of pupils now registered in the school is
177: boys, 84; girls, 93. The average per cent of attendance
for the entire school is to date, 95 . 7+ per cent.
Regular school attendance is a vital necessity to secure the
highest good of the pupil. Parents should co-operate with the
teachers to secure such attendance. A lost lesson is a lost link
and privilege in the development of the child. Excuses for
absence and tardiness should be promptly sent to the teacher
at the next session attended by the pupil.
Honest home study is absolutely essential in the upper
grades if the children are to develop habits of careful thought
and power of concentration. Parents should carefully con-
sult the monthly reports of the pupils and insist upon careful
home preparation in those studies in which the pupil receives a
low grade. Parents and friends are cordially invited and urged
to visit the school as often as possible and consult with the
teachers on the children's work.
The time allotted to geography in Grade IX being short,
it would be an immense advantage in the work if some reliable
and concise text-book upon Physical Geography, giving a course
similar to that found in Tarr and McMurry's Second Book of
the Three Book Series could be secured to fill out the material
available in Frye's Geography.
Fire drills are carefully practised for all possible contin-
gencies, and the hose is manned by boys appointed for that
purpose.
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The playrooms are used on stormy days, but with such a
large number of children from all grades present at once, it
makes ventilation and proper exercise a problem necessitating
the presence of a teacher in each basement at recess time.
The citizens of Wayland are to be congratulated upon pos-
sessing such a beautiful school as the "Cochituate School."
The children show great pride in their school and are planning
different ways to add to its decoration. Several grades, at
the suggestion of their teachers, have purchased large flags for
their rooms. The graduating class plans a suitable gift to the
school, a plan, which, if followed, will result in the gaining of
many treasures of art for the school as the years pa--.
The school has already received several beautiful gifts,
namely a fac-simile of the Declaration of Independence, from
the Daughters of American Revolution, a costumer from the
Ladies' Afternoon Whist Club, a handsome mirror from the
Thimble Club for the superintendent and teacher's room,
and a beautiful picture is to be given by the Social Union for
this room, which was fitted up so well with furniture by the
grange.
In behalf of the teachers, I wish to express their thanks
for the co-operation of parents and friends, and the hearty sup-
port of the superintendent and committee.
Respectfully submitted,
LEROY K. HOUGHTON.
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REPORT OF MUSIC SUPERVISOR
Mr. Frank Benedict, Superintendent:
Dear Sir: Permit me to submit to you and the School
Committee my annual report
The work of the past year has been satisfactory.
Music in the public school is a factor in the mental, physic; ]
and emotional development of the child. There are four essen-
tials in the developing of this subject, namely, voice training,
sight singing, a conception of good music, and musical inter-
pretation. With these ends in view, the Weaver System of
sight reading slips has been used. These slips develop the
power to read music easily and readily, give confidence in sing-
ing before a class, and give power to reason as applied to music.
The chorus work of the eighth and ninth grades shows
marked improvement. The tones and reading are much better
and the pupils take up the new chorus work with much ease.
The high school chorus has a good interpretation of music,
which enables it to render choruses with good musical expression.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the teachers for their hearty
co-operation in the work, and the superintendent and school
committee for their support.
Respectfully submitted,
AGXES E. BOLAXD.
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REPORT OF SUPERVISOR OF DRAWING AND SLOYD
Mr. Frank Benedict, Superintendent of Schools:
Herewith is submitted my second report on drawing and
manual training in the public schools of Wayland.
The work in drawing for the fall months, when flowers and
fruit were available was devoted to nature study.
During November and December the time was given to
design and construction work, working out such problems as
dinner cards pertaining to Thanksgiving calendars and Christ-
mas gifts. Wherever correlation is possible the work has been
combined with the language or history in which case the chil-
dren have shown great interest in designing initial letters and
tail pieces for their compositions, and the results were very
pleasing.
January and February have been given to object drawing-
in the lower grades, making drawings of toys and simple forms.
In the upper grades a study has been made of the prin-
ciples of foreshortening and convergence of line. This work has
taught the children to be keener observers, and the results have
shown a decided improvement in their ability to draw a likeness
of the object.
The following months will be devoted to color and nature
study.
The work in manual training has progressed along similar
lines, as the year previous with a few changes to make the work
more practical. On account of the increase in pupils we have
one more class this year, and the work has been extended to the
second year high school.
The interest on the part of the boys has been excellent and
many show a marked ability in their use of tools. More time
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has been given to the care of tools and every boy has been taught
to sharpen his chisels and planes. Several boys have been in-
terested to the extent of purchasing a set of tools and working
out problems at home. The work has been planned to pro-
mote intelligent appreciation of good workmanship and pleas-
ing design, and we hope that it will stimulate school interest in
certain pupils, who otherwise would leave school before com-
pleting their course.
In closing, I wish to thank the superintendent and school
committee for their support and also the teachers for their
hearty co-operation.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM BROOKS HAZELTOX.
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REPORT OF TRUANT OFFICERS
To the Superintendent of Schools:
I herewith submit the following report of absences and
truancy for the year beginning March 1, 1911, and ending
March 1, 1912.
Number of absences reported . . . . 15
Number of cases investigated . . . . 15
Number of absences with legal excuse ... 5
Number of absences for miscellaneous reasons . 8
Number of absences to work at home ... 1
Number of truants ...... 1
Number of visits to factories . . . . 1
Number found working without certificate . . 0
Respectfully submitted,
H. G. DUDLEY.
To the Superintendent of Schools:
Dear Sir: During the past year I have had three cases
of absences to investigate. I found no cases of truancy.
Respectfully submitted,
J. C. VINCENT,
Truant Officer.
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A PAGEANT OF PLAY AND GRADUATION OF GRAM
MAR SCHOOLS, JUNE 15, 1911
PROGRAM
IV, V, VII, VIII
Grades VI, VII
Grades VIII, IX
American survivals of ring games, Grades I, II, III, IV, V
American Indian guessing game with song,
Grades III
Swedish and Danish peasant dances
Greek Tableau, Five-stones
Japanese O-tedama
Old English May-Games
Robin Hood and his men
:
Robin Hood, Lord of the May
Lady of the MayMaid Marian.
Will Scarlet
Allan-a-Dale
Little John
Hobby-horse
Tinker
Midge, the Miller
Will Sttjteley
Wesley MacKenna
Margaret Fealey
. Howard Perry
. Allen Morrell
Oscar Belmore
Arthur Dudley
Sumner Draper
Edwtn Damon
Ernest Richardson
Other members of the band and maidens, Merry Milkmaids
EVENTS
I. Danish dance of greeting— Grades VI, VII Wayland
II. Go round and round the valley — Grades I, II, Wayland
III. W7hen I was a shoemaker— Grade IV Cochituate
IV. American Indian — Song of Approach —
Grades III, IV, V, Wayland
— Guessing Game with Song,
Grades VIII, IX, Cochituate
V. I see you— Swedish singing-dance—
Grade VI, Cochituate
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VI. Here we go round the mulberry bush —
Grade I, Cochituate
VII. Five-Stones — Tableau of Greek goddesses —
O-tedama Japanese —Grades VIII, IX, Cochituate
VIII. Oats, peas, beans, and barley grows —
Grades III, IV, V, Wayland
IX. Pop goes the Weasel— Grade II, Cochituate
X. London Bridge — Grade III, Cochituate
XI. Blind Man's Bluff— All Grades
XII. The first of May— Swedish singing-dance —
Grades VI, VII, Wayland
XIII. May Game— Here comes a duke a-roving —
Grade V, Cochituate
XIV. Dance of the Merry Milkmaids —
Grades VIII, IX, Cochituate
XV. Tinker's chorus — Grades VIII, IX, Wayland
Winding the pole.
PROGRAM
Closixg of Grammar Schools
Music ..... Grammar School Chorus
Under Freedom's Flag J. F. Wagner
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Graduates
Wayland
Grace Warren Atwood
Edwin Baxter Damon
Arthur Heard Dudley
Wesley MacKenna
Allen Everett Morrell
Howard Pratt Perry
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James Sumner Draper Ernest Albert Richardson
Mary Margaret Fealey Letitia Harriet Vincent
Mary Agnes Foley
Earl George Barry
Oscar Nelson Belmore
Alfred Morris Bogren
Fayette Scotland Dudley
William Henry Ford
Cochituate
Alice Beatrice Juneau
Marion Adeline Leary
Alice Mary McEnroy
Gertrude Rose Potvin
Grace Hattie Tyrell
Harold Carlton Hollingworth
Charles Ashley Williams
Gertrude May Johnson
WAYLAND HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
Commencement Exercises June 11-21, 1911
PROGRAM
June 11, 10.45 a.m. :
Baccalaureate Sermon . . Rev. A. A. Felch
Cochituate Methodist Episcopal Church.
Subject: "Blessed to Bless/'
June 15, 8. 15 p.m.
Open air Presentation of Milton's Comus and
Graduation .... Wayland Playground
Salutatorian
. Emeline Harrington Stearns
Valedictorian . . Flora Helen Norris
CLASS ROLL
Roland Stuart Campbell, President
Alice Elizabeth Russell, Secretary
Francis x\ldei Gladu, Treasurer
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Ruth Evelyn Draper Emeline Harrington Stearns
Sarah Jane Noel Francis James Nolan
Flora Helen Norris Charles Lewis Byron
Spencer Fischer Richardson
June 19, 8 p.m.
Class Dinner .... The Wayland Inn
Toastmaster .... Bradley C. Rodger
Class History . . Emeline Harrington Stearns
Class Prophecy . . Flora Helen Norris
June 21
Commencement Ball . . . Wayland Town Hall
committee on dinner committee on ball
Sarah Jane Noel Ronald Stuart Campbell
Alice Elizabeth Russell Emeline Harrington Stearns
committee on class gift
Flora Helen Norris
Francis James Nolan
Class Gift, in the Assembly Hall,
Caproni Caste, The Landing of the Pilgrims.
COMUS: A MASQUE
Words by John Milton Music by Henry Lawes
First produced "on Michaelmasse Night," in 1634, at Ludlow
Castle, Wales
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THE PERSONS
The Attendant Spirit
The Attendant Spirit, aftc
Thyrsis .
Comus
The Lady
First Brother
Second Brother
Sabrina, the Nymph .
The Father
The Mother
Euphrosyne
Comus' Crew.
. Flora Helen Norms
xls in the habit of
Ronald Stuart Campbell
Spencer Fischer Richardson
Emeline Harrington Stearns
Francis James Nolan
Charles Lewis Byron
Alice Elizabeth Russell
Francis Aldei Gladu
Ruth Evelyn Draper
Sarah Jane Noel
Country Dancers
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ROLL OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE FOR ONE YEAR
1910-1911
Cochituate:
Helen Mary O'Brien
Thomas Doherty
Marcus Jacob Steven^
''Roger Elwyn Valentine.
Marguerite Bull
Grade III
Grade V
Grade V
Grade V
Grade VII
Waviand:
Clara Bain
James Linnehan
Mary Connors
Eugene Sanders
Helen Foley
Grade I
Grade IV
Grade VI
Grade VII
Grade VII
Wayland High School
Roy Moffett ..... First Year
Mary Lyons ...... Second Year
*Perfect in attendance for four years.
1.50
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EXTRACT FROM RULES AND REGULATIONS
ATTENDANCE
1. Excuses for absence may be granted by the teachers for
the following causes only: The pupil's sickness or physical
disability, death in the family, or other extreme emergency, con-
tagious disease or quarantine.
Note. Lack of clothing, helping at hone, running errands,
visiting, and the like, are not accounted sufficient causes for
absence.
2. In case of extreme necessity the superintendent may
grant excuses for special cause.
3. Any pupil not in his seat at the stroke of the last bell,
promptly at the hour for school to begin, shall be considered
tardy.
Exception. Pupils who are late because of the late arrival
of barges or electric cars shall not be considered tardy, unless
they loiter or delay after arrival.
4. Excuses for tardiness may be granted at the discretion
of the teacher.
5. Any pupil having been absent shall be required to bring
a written excuse from parent or guardian, stating the reason for
the absence. In case the written excuse is not brought, the
absence will stand unexcused.
6. All absences excused must be so recorded in the register.
7. When a pupil is apparently absent without sufficient
cause, the teacher shall notify the truant officer promptly.
8. Pupils under five years of age will not be admitted.
9. Children will be admitted to the first grade only at the
beginning of the fall term, except by special permission of the
school committee. ("The beginning of the fall term" will in-
clude the first two weeks.)
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10. Pupils who enter a school in town for the first time must
present a vaccination certificate, properly filled out and certi-
fied, or a certificate stating that the pupil is an unfit subject for
vaccination, before being admitted.
11. Pupils who are perfect in attendance and punctuality
for any school month may be dismissed one hour before the
close of school on the afternoon of the last school day of the
school month.
12. Any pupil outside of school age, less than seven or
more than fourteen years of age, who is absent unexcused for
more than five whole days or ten half days, in any period of six
months, may be suspended until assurance is given of regular
attendance.
SCHOOL SESSIONS
1. ^WAYLAXD : High School— 8 . 45 a.m. to 2 . 1.5 p.m.
(Ten minutes for recess)
Grades 8 . 45 a.m. to 2 . 15 p.m.
(Fifty-five minutes for
recesses, physical cul-
ture, and intermission.)
COCHITUATE : Grades 9 . 00 a.m. to 11 . .30 a.m.
1.00 p.m. to 3.30 p.m.
(Twenty-five minutes
for recesses and physical
culture.)
2. The school hours as indicated must be strictly observed.
3. Pupils in the first grade may be dismissed at recess.
4. The bell shall be rung five minutes before the beginning
of the school session, and the pupils shall at once enter the school-
room and take their seats ready for work. The last bell
promptly on time shall be the signal for the school exercises to
begin.
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5. The door shall be opened at least fifteen minutes before
the beginning of the school session.
6. Teachers may detain pupils after school or in extra
session for the purpose of making up lost time or deficiency in
lessons or application for a time not to exceed one-half hour in
the grades, and one hour in the high school, except in case of
pupils who are carried by barge, or longer by permission of the
committee or superintendent.
Note. Pupils in the grades at Wayland may go home for
luncheon at intermission on condition that they are not tardy
for the afternoon session.
TRUANT OFFICER
1. It shall be the duty of the truant officer to investigate
fully each case of truancy, to take such action as the circum-
stances warrant and the law directs, and to report the results of
his investigation to the teacher and to the superintendent.
2. He shall exert all possible influence with the parents
and guardians to secure the reuglar attendance of their children.
3. He shall present an annual report of his doings to the
school committee on the 1st day of March of each year, giving
the number of cases investigated and the action taken thereon,
together with such additional information as he may deem
advisable, or the school committee may require.
MEDICAL INSPECTION
The following directions conform to and are designed to aid
in complying with the law relating to medical inspection, Chap-
ter 502, Acts of 1906.
1. The teacher shall give the tests for sight and hearing
and send notices to parents or guardians, according to the direc-
tions in Portfolio A-XIII-1, 2.
2. Each teacher shall immediately refer to the school phy-
sician each child "who shows signs of being in ill health or of
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suffering from any infectious or contagious disease, unless he is
at once excluded from the school." (Sec. 3, Chap. 502.)
3. Whenever a teacher excludes a pupil from school
because he shows signs of being an ill health, or of suffering from
any infectious or contagious disease, he shall send notice to the
parent or guardian and to the superintendent of schools. In the
case of any infectious or contagious disease, the superintendent
of schools shall at once notify the board of health. (Sec. 4,
Chap. 502.)
4. Each teacher shall refer to the "school physician for
examination and diagnosis every child returning to school with-
out a certificate from the board of health," or from the attending
physician, "after absence on account of illness" from any
infectious or contagious disease, "or from unknown cause."
(Sec. 3, Chap. 502.)
5. The "school physician shall make a prompt examina-
tion and diagnosis of all children referred to him," and shall send
a "notice of the disease or defects, if any, from which the child
is found to be suffering, to his parent or guardian." (Sees. 2 and
4, Chap. 502.)
6. The school physician shall make "such further exami-
nation of teachers, janitors, and school buildings as in his
opinion the health of the pupils may require." (Sec. 2, Chap.
502.)
?. Whenever a child is examined by the school physician
and found to show "symptoms of smallpox, scarlet fever,
measels, chickenpox, tuberculosis, diphtheria or influenza,
tonsilitis, whooping cough, mumps, scabies, trachoma," or
pediculosis, "he shall be sent home immediately, or as soon as a
safe and proper conveyance can be found, and the board of
health shall be notified" by the school physician. (Sec. 4,
Chap. 502.)
8. The school physician shall keep a record and report to
the school committee the result of each examination and diagno-
sis as required by Section 2 of Chapter 502, Acts of 1006.
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9. The superintendent of schools shall keep on file a
record of all reports made to the school committee by the school
physician.
Note: When a child who has been ill with scarlet fever re-
turns to school within a period of eight weeks from the beginning
of his illness, he may be referred to the school physician even
though he should bring a certificate of recovery. This should be
done in every case when it appears that the desquamation has
not entirely ceased.
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EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL LAWS
ATTENDANCE
(Revised Laws, Chapter 44)
By chapter three hundred and twenty, Acts of 1905, section
one of Chapter forty-four, is amended, in part, as follows:
From Section 1. "Every child between seven and fourteen
years of age, and every child under sixteen years of age who can-
not read at sight, and write legibly, simple sentences in the Eng-
lish language, shall attend some public school in the city or town
in which he resides, during the entire time the public schools are
in session. ..." Every person having under his control a
child as described in this section shall cause him to attend school
as herein required, and if he fails for five days sessions or ten half-
day sessions within any period of six months ... to cause
the child to attend school, he shall ... be punished by a
fine of not more than twenty dollars. . . ."
The attendance of a child shall not be required: (a) "If
attending a private day school approved by the school commit-
tee," or is being "otherwise instructed ... in the branches of
learning required by law"; (b) " If he has already acquired such
branches of learning"; (c) "If his physical or mental condition
is such as to render such attendance inexpedient."
TRUANCY
(Revised Laws, Chapter 44)
From Section 3. "A child between seven and fourteen
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years of age who wilfully and habitually absents himself from
school . . . shall be deemed to be an habitual truant, and . . .
may, if a boy, be committed to a county truant school . . .
and, if a girl, to the state industrial school for girls. . ."
From Section 4. "A child between seven and sixteen years
of age who may be found wandering about the streets or public
places, . . . having no lawful occupation, habitually not at-
tending school, and growing up in idleness and ignorance, shall
be deemed to be an habitual absentee, . . . and is liable to
commitment, as in section three.
From Section 5. "A child under fourteen years of age,
who persistently violates the reasonable regulations of the
school which he attends, or otherwise persistently misbehaves
therein, so as to render himself a fit subject for exclusion there-
from, shall be deemed to be an habitual school offender . . ."
and be liable to commitment as in section three.
EMPLOYMENT
(Revised Laws, Chapter 106)
By chapter two hundred and sixty-seven, Acts of 1905, sec-
tion twenty-eight of chapter one hundred and six is amended so
as to read, in part, as follows:
Section 28. "No child under the age of fourteen years, and
no child who is over fourteen and under sixteen years of age, who
does not have a certificate as required . . . certifying to the
child's ability to read at sight and to write legibly, simple
sentences in the English language, shall be employed in any
factory, workshop, or mercantile establishment. . . .
2. "No certificate (age and schooling) . . . shall be
approved by any person for a minor under the age of sixteen
years, who intends to be employed in a factory, workshop, or
mercantile establishment, unless such person is satisfied that
such minor is able to read at sight, and to write legibly simple
sentences in the English language."
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From Section 29. "No child under sixteen years of age
shall be employed in a factory, workshop, or mercantile estab-
lishment, unless his employer procures and keeps on file . . .
an age and schooling certificate. ..."
From Section 30. "An age and schooling certificate shall be
approved only by the Superintendent, or by a person author-
ized by him in writing. . . ."
From Section 32. "The age and schooling certificate of a
minor under sixteen years of age shall not be approved and signed
until he presents to the person who is authorized to approve
and sign it an employment ticket duly filled out and signed . . ."
Children between fourteen and sixteen years of age who
apply for an age and schooling certificate must bring an em-
ployment ticket properly filled out by their intending employer
and be accompanied by employer or custodian. Employment
ticket blanks may be procured from the superintendent.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
(Revised Laws, Chapter 75)
From Section 51. "The board of health . . . shall give
immediate information to the school committee of all contagious
diseases . . . reported to them."
(Revised Laws, Chapter 44)
By Chapter three hundred and seventy-one, Acts of 1906,
Section six of chapter forty-four is amended to read as follows:
Section 6. "A child who has not been vaccinated shall
not be admitted to a public school except upon presentation
of a certificate signed by a regular practising physician that he is
not a fit subject for vaccination. A child who is a member of a
household in which a person is ill with smallpox, diphtheria,
scarlet fever, measels, or any other infectious or contagious
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disease, or of a household exposed to such contagion from another
household as aforesaid, shall not attend any public school during
such illness until the teacher of the school has been furnished
with a certificate from the board of health of the city or town,
from the attending physician of such person, stating that the
danger of conveying such disease by such child is past."
MEDICAL INSPECTION
(Acts of 1906, Chapter 502)
From Section 1. "The school committee of every city and
town in the Commonwealth shall appoint one or more school
physicians, shall assign one to each public school within its city
or town, and shall provide them with all proper facilities for the
performance of their duties. . .
From Section 2. "Every school physician shall make a
prompt examination and diagnosis of all children referred to him
as hereinafter provided, and such further examination of teach-
ers, janitors, and school buildings as in his opinion the protection
of the pupils may require."
From Section 3. "The school committee shall cause to be
referred to a school committee for examination and diagnosis,
every child returning to school without a certificate from the
board of health, after absence on account of illness or unknown
cause; and every child in the schools under its jurisdiction, who
shows signs of being in ill health, or of suffering from infectious
or contagious disease, unless he is at once excluded by the
teacher."
From Section 4. "The school committee shall cause notice
of the disease or defects, if any, from which any child is found
to be suffering, to be sent to his parent or guardian. Whenever
a child shows symptoms of smallpox, scarlet fever, measles,
chicken pox, tuberculosis, diphtheria, or influenza, tonsilitis,
whooping cough, mumps, scabies, or trachoma, he shall be sent
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home immediately, or as soon as safe and proper conveyance can
be found, and the board of health shall at once be notified."
From Section 5. "The school committee of every city and
town shall cause every child in the public schools to be separately
and carefully tested and examined at least once every school
year, to ascertain whether he is suffering from defective sight or
hearing, or from any other disability or defect, tending to prevent
his receiving the full benefit of his school work, or requiring a
modification of the school work, in order to prevent injury to the
child, or to secure the best educational results. The tests of
sight and hearing shall be made by teachers. The committee
shall cause notice of any defect or disability requiring treatment
to be sent to the parent or guardian of the child, and shall require
a physical record of each child to be kept in such form as the state
board of ecucation shall prescribe."
From Section 7. "The expense which a city or town may
incur . . . shall not exceed the amount appropriated for that
purpose. . . . The appropriation shall precede any expenditure
or any indebtedness which may be incurred under this ace, and
the sum appropriated shall be deemed a sufficient appropria-
tion."
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ENROLMENT BY GRADES AND CLASSES,
Grade . I
Wayland 15
Cochituate 25
February 16, 1912
II III IV V
15 13 14 12
13 32 17 23
VI VII VIII IX
12 12 14 8
23 14 17 16
Totals 40 28 45 31 35 35 26 31 24
High School First year Second year Third year Fourth year
24 13 14 12
Total enrolment in grades ..... 295
Total enrolment in high school..... 65
Total enrolment ..... 360
Report of Sight and Hearing Tests
Number of pupils examined ..... 288
Number found defective in vision .... 27
Number fround defective in hearing .... 3
Number of parents notified . . . . . 26
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SCHOOL CALENDAR
March 29, Friday
One
April 8, Monday
April 19, Friday
May 30, Thursday
June 13, Thursday, 8 p.m.
June 14, Friday
June 17-21, Monday,
Wednesday
June 20, Thursday, 8 p.m.
Winter term ends
y
TEEK Recess
Spring term begins
Patriots' Day. Holiday
Memorial Day. Holiday
Grammar School Graduation
Grammar Schools close.
High School final exams.
High School Graduation
Summer Vacation
September 2, Monday
September 3, Tuesday
November 28, Thursday
November 29, Friday
December 20, Friday
Labor Day
Fall term begins
Thanksgiving Day.
Special holiday
Fall term ends
Holiday
Recess of One Week for High School
Recess of Two Weeks for Grammar Schools
December 30, Monday Winter term of high school begins
January 6, Monday
March 28, Friday
1913
Winter term of grammar schools
begins
Winter term ends
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Recess of One Week
April 7, Monday
May 30, Friday
June 12, Thursday, 8 p.m.
June 13, Friday
June 16-18, Monday,
Wednesday
June 19, Wednesday, 8 p.m.
June 20, Friday
Spring term begins
Memorial Day. Holiday
Grammar School Graduation
Grammar Schools close
Final Examinations, High School
High School Graduation
High School closes
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STATISTICS
Population, 1910 2,206
Children between five and fifteen years of age,
September 1, 1911
:
Males ..... 174
Females 152 326
Children between seven and fourteen years of age,
September 1, 1911:
Males 119
Females 99 218
Valuation, 1911 $2,881,559.00
Valuation of school property . . 52,000 .00
Tax rate per $1,000 15 . 50
Total expenditure for support of schools . 16,929 .09
Total expenditure for support of schools from
sources outside tax raised by the Town,
including the dog tax .... 787.41
Amount raised by taxation and expended for
support of schools .... 16,000.00
Amount per $1,000 of valuation raised by
taxation and expended for support of
schools . . . . . 5.50
Total expenditures per pupil for support of
schools . . .... 51 . 36
Total cost to town per pupil for support of
schools ...... 48.55
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Fiscal Year, March 1, 1911, to March 1, 1912
The following named amounts were approved for payments
to the persons, firms, and corporations against whose names
they are severally set
:
Bradley C. Rodgers $600.00
W. Herbert Moore ..... 720.00
Louise A. Thacher 240.00
Alice Carey ....... 330.00
Inez Bowler 630.00
Mary J. Sweeney ...... 580.00
William B. Hazeltox .... 650.00
Agnes T. Boland 180.00
Mabel C. Whitten ..... 508.56
Florence M. Rose ..... 323.21
Effie Pritchard Moore .... 47.3-4
Edna D. Taylor 198.90
Alice C. Gates •. . . . . . 178.60
Alice Ask Kenyon 360.00
Grace McNaney 196.94
Emma J. Kennedy 330.00
Marie L. Leach ...... 495 .45
Lucy E. Reynolds 508.64
Grace C. Loker . . . . 508.64
Catherine Maloney
. .
. 577.94
Mary D. Fullick 178.60
Sylvia Prescott ...... 330.00
Meritt Jenkins ...... 358.03
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Leroy K. Houghton
Joseph C. Vincent .
Henry G. Dudley .
John Curtin ....
Louis Buoncore
Thomas Hynes
E. J. Gazard ....
Alexander Holmes
Thomas Bryant
Middlesex & Boston St. Ry.
Geo. Richardson
Lena M. Kelley
Weston Electric Light Co. .
Geo. T. Johnson Co.
F. H. Benedict
Louisa A. Nichols .
T. Weld Frost
Ginn & Co
C. C. Burchard & Co. .
Harvard Co-operative Soc iety
Fred H. Marsden .
Samuel Ward Company
Wardsworth Howland & Co.
F. L. Goldsmith
The Yale Towne Manufacturing
American Water Supply Co.
Cambridge Botanical Supply Co.
L. C. Smith Typewriter Co.
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co. .
S. D. Ringer ....
F. W. Martin Co.
Wetmore Savage Co.
John Clark ....
E. W. Small ....
Chandler & Barber
$450.00
460.00
517.16
529.72
395.20
198.50
288.00
302.80
183.00
708.75
7.50
11.85
16.50
5.75
825.87
12.84
28.63
2.88
1.70
2.60
11.00
72.60
4.05
92.31
Co. . 66.45
28.10
158.89
39.70
281.07
10.00
9.7!
•
.
;* 8 17
. !^ . 150
17.66
48.27
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Harry E. Carson $59.00
C. L. Chase & Son 17.25
Oliver Ditson Co. . . . . . 8.94
Howard C. Haynes ..... 104.51
Clara G. Parmenter . . . . . 6.30
L. H. McManus 9.75
A. W. Atwood 623.12
The Smith Premier Typewriter Co. . . 8.49
J. Frank Gear 19.25
William F. Garfield . . . . . 1.00
Review Printing Co. . . . . . 5.50
Edison Electric Illuminating Co. . . 11.80
E. W. Jennison 1.70
American Seating Co. . . . . . 36.70
W. H. Fullick 12.00
Holt & Bugbee Co 8.97
C. B. Dolge Co 10.00
Howe & Co 1.15
W. S. Daniels . . . . . . 6.00
Frank I. Cooper . . . . . . 57.50
Edward E. Babb & Co 554.38
Philip S. Ide ' 68.79
J. H. Lee 39.03
D. O. Hamilton 132.40
John O'Rourke . .
. . . .
4.00
Smith & Thayer Co. ..... 355.00
J. C. Massie 113.61
C. W. Fairbank 5.50
J. W. Doon & Son 230 . 13
William S. Lovell . . . . . . 22.34
G. F. Marston 22.21
C. C. Burchard & Co 2.95
F. C. Beane 3 .80
The special appropriation for the installation of a water
supply in the schoolhouse at Wayland was expended as follows
:
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Appropriation .
D. 0. Hamilton
John O'Rourke
Weston Electric Light Co.
Smith & Thayer Co.
J. C. Massie .
$132.40
4.00
11.19
355 . 00
63 . 86
$600.00
566.45
$33 . 55
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SCHOOL OFFICERS
1911-1912
Committee
Term expires
FRANK IRVING COOPER, Chairman, Wayland 1912
PHILIP S. IDE, Secretary, Wayland 1914
HARRY E. CARSON, Cochituate 1913
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
FRANK H. BENEDICT,
TRUANT OFFICERS AND JANITORS
J. CHARLES VINCENT, Wayland
HENRY G. DUDLEY, Cochituate
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